				Criminal Procedure II- Bail to Jail
					Professor Jacobs


I. 	Systems for Providing Counsel
 
A. 	Different Systems Available
1. 	Appointment of private attorney to the case:  either unpaid volunteer or small compensation
a. 	Appointed by judge and work on a case by case basis
b. 	In New York , these are 18b- assigned counsel system.  You apply and are put on roster, assigned by judge.  $1500 max for felony
1. 	If we require every lawyer to do some 18b work- get non-qualified people, won’t care  
      2.    “Organizational” defenders- organizations of full time defense attorneys
a. 	Public defenders- full or part time salaried staff
b. 	Can be autonomous or be run by an individual appointed by the governor
1. 	appointed by board of directors, court of governor and can choose subordinates
2. 	New York- legal aid society- outside board- handles about ½ our cases, other ½ go to assigned counsel.
a. 	pg 67-  76% of inmates in state correctional facilities were represented by a public defender or assigned counsel.
b. 	Majority of criminal defendants in this country receive their attorney through a public defenders office. (85)
3. 	Can also be contract attorney systems:  agreements with private firms, etc. to handle indigent defendants for a certain amount of time.  (We have this in NY as well)
a. 	ABA discourages these based on a fixed price for a time period.  They like contracts to have specifications of attorney qualifications, workloads, and amount of support systems.
b. 	Without this, there is incentive to plead out cases- more cases handled, less time spent on each

B. 	Cases
1. 	State v. Leonard Peart
a. 	held that the services being provided for indigent defendants in New Orleans were so inadequate that defendants who must depend on them were unable to receive the effective assistance of counsel as guaranteed by the constitution.
b. 	allowed those inmates making effective assistance of counsel claims to have a rebuttable presumption that they are not receiving adequate counsel
c. 	Factors considered: **high number of cases public defender handles at a time, number of trials assigned to, no investigative support, no expert witnesses, poor library, etc.
1. 	Ct says that reasonably effective assistance of counsel means that the lawyer not only possesses skill and knowledge, but also that she has the time and resources to apply that skill and knowledge to the task of defending each of her clients.
2. 	ABA standards say that defense counsel should not carry a workload that interferes with rendering quality representation.  Set recommendations for the number that each can take- 440 misdemeanors/year, 150 non-capital felonies. (86)
3. 	When effectiveness is challenged of the system, the caseload of the attorneys is always the key variable. (85)
        2.  State v. Delbert Lynch
a. 	2 attorneys bring claim that they are not adequately compensated for their work- for death penalty case, they would only be receiving between 9- 15$/hr. 
b. 	Ct states that the maximum statutory fee is inadequate compensation.  States that there should be a hearing for the attorney to show cause why can not accept the a appointment to represent an indigent defendant.
1. 	reasons why they shouldn’t represent an indigent defendant:  not qualified, conflict of interest, so repugnant that lawyer would not be able to do the job
2. 	Idea is that this should be the state’s burden- and not one of the private bar
c. 	Ct sets guidelines for compensating these appointed attorneys- equaling their pay to the salary range paid to the assistant district attorneys- also these attorneys should be compensated for out of pocket expenses.
d. 	dissents focus on that this in not a taking of property without due process, doesn’t like the solution the majority comes up with- concurrence states that the legislature needs to address this
e. 	Book states that layers raising these types of challenges have met with modest but consistent success- it is considered a due process or takings clause violation.  Challenging the system of appointments as a whole usually fails (87)
  3.    Problem 1-4:  Flat Fee for Services
f. 	Pay attorneys a flat fee regardless of how many events the attorney must participate in.  
g. 	This will speed up the docket- attorneys will pressure clients to plead guilty.
4. 	Problem 1-5 Neighborhood Defender
a. 	Shifts focus from trial prep, to the investigatory stages of the proceedings.
b. 	Each client is represented by a team of attorneys, and not just one.- use a lot of non-lawyers
C. 	Policy Points
1. 	Total resources available for investigation and prosecution of crime are greater than those available to the defense.  These resources for prosecution and police are increased, without increasing for defense.  Society has no great desire to fund these services.
2. 	Casper’s study- 30% of defendant’s with public defenders spent less than ten minutes with their attorneys.
3. 	There is poor salary, burnout, etc.  
4. 	Again- do public defenders encourage people to plea- remember, they have to move the cases

II. 	Appointing, Selecting and Rejecting Counsel
A. 	Types of Charges Necessary to Evoke Right to Counsel
1. 	6th Amendment states that in all criminal prosecutions, the accused shall enjoy the right to the assistance of counsel for his defence.
2. 	Early case:  Powell v. Alabama (1932)
a. 	9 black men, charged with raping white women- no one was prepared to defend the case- all were convicted
b. 	Supreme Court- appointment of a primary defense lawyer, was a requirement of due process
1. 	Defendant’s don’t know law of evidence, convicted upon incompetent evidence, etc.
2. 	Betts v. Brady: (1942)  held that counsel would be constitutionally require only under special circumstances.
a. 	here, the defendant was not appointed counsel.  Elected to plead guilty, and no jury trial.
b. 	He examined his own witnesses, didn’t testify and was convicted.  Court held that this was not a violation of his due process rights.
3. 	Gideon v. Wainwright (1963)
a. 	Defendant was denied counsel, and therefore presented his own defense- convicted 5 year sentence
b. 	Already been the practice that in federal courts counsel must be provided for indigent defendants- unless they waive that right  Johnson v. Zerbst (17)
c. 	Ct holds that the right to counsel is a fundamental right- lawyers are necessities, not luxuries- holds that 14th Amendment incorporates 6th Amendment to states
d. 	Concurrence believes that Betts should also be overruled, yet just showed how courts continually eroded the special circumstances test
4. 	In re Advisory Opinion to the Governor
a. 	cites Argensinger:  clarifies Gideon- says that the logic applies to any criminal trial where the defendant could be deprived of his liberty
b. 	Scott v. Illinois- Supreme Court - held that the right to counsel requires only that no indigent defendant be sentenced to prison unless he has counsel.
c. 	Nichols v. United States- Sup. Ct decided that sentencing court may consider a defendant’ s prior uncounseled misdemeanors when determining sentencing- even if enhances sentence
1. 	Some states have gone the other way- remember- states can go further in interpreting rights than federal court
2. 	Florida Rule of Crim. Pro- 3.111:  codifies the idea that counsel shall be provided in all prosecutions for offenses punishable by imprisonment.
3. 	Rule is- Provision of counsel is required for any defendant charged with a felony, or for any defendant charged with a misdemeanor that results in imprisonment- even if less than 6 months
a. 	State statute can expand the range of cases in which counsel is necessary
b. 	Trial judge determines indigency- factors include debts, assets and employment status
1. 	Jacobs says we do it on an honor system- they fill out some forms
2. 	Federal standards- person financially unable to obtain adequate representation
a.  But what is indigency?  Do we consider income alone?  Or assets?
3. 	Experts
a. 	Ake v. Oklahoma- state must provide indigent defendant with access to psychiatrist once defense has made showing that sanity is a significant issue at trial- this right is guaranteed through due process, and not through 6th Am.
b. 	Non -psychiatric experts- only when indigent defendants have made a particularized showing of the need for assistance.
B. 	When does the right to counsel Attach?
1. 	5th Amendment right to counsel- recognized in Miranda v. Arizona- right to counsel arises whenever the police conduct a custodial interrogation.  Often arises before 6th Am. Right to counsel.

1. 	The rule:  The Constitutional right (to counsel) applies only after the initiation of an adversarial proceeding, and only at a critical stage of those proceedings
2. 	Hamilton v. Alabama- all jurisdictions, US Sup Ct say that it attaches by the time of arraignment.
3. 	Joy Friedman v. Commissioner of Public Safety
a. 	arrested for DWI- not allowed to contact her attorney before intox. Test
b. 	Court cites federal precedent- guarantees the right to counsel at those pretrial procedures that would impair defense on the merits if the accused is required to proceed without counsel.  (US v. Ash)
c. 	these points are called critical stages- found that the submission to a chemical test is a critical stage- triggers right to counsel- because it produces substantive evidence that can be used against the defendant at trial
1. 	Said that the defendant was confused, looked for advice- that is counsels job- not cops
d. 	Dissent says that the language of the 6th Amendment only applies to criminal prosecutions, not pre-trial proceedings.  5th Amendment rights might have been implicated here.  Also, thinks that the court is giving DUI arrestee’s privileges, that other defendants subject to search don’t get
4. 	The rule:  The Constitutional right applies only after the initiation of an adversarial proceeding, and only at a critical stage of those proceedings.
a. 	this right includes representation at preliminary hearings (Coleman v. Alabama)  Does not begin with arrest or probable cause hearing
b. 	State constitutions usually allow for counsel at first appearance before magistrate- once the right attaches, it applies to every stage of the criminal proceedings
1. 	Some states have read their constitutions to allow for counsel even earlier than federal constitution- lineup,  photo identification,e tc.
c. 	Not usually entitled to counsel for providing handwriting samples, blood sample submission.  Courts are mixed on when and if psyh. Exams are considered critical stages and thus mandate provision of counsel
d. 	6th Amendment apply to postconviction sentence hearings as well (Mempa v. Rhay)
e. 	The right does not attach to appeals!!Due process and equal protection grant defendant the right to the first appeal.  Also no right for counsel for habeus corpus.
f. 	The right can be waived- must be knowing and voluntarily waived (Johnson v. Zerbst)
g. 	Most states provide no counsel at the time of bail.  Supp 152
C. 	Selecting and Rejecting Counsel
1. 	The 6th Amendment right to counsel includes the right to self representation (Faretta v. California)
2. 	State v. Joseph Spencer
a. 	appointed counsel over defendant’s objection- wanted to represent himself
b. 	precedent allows the appointment of standby counsel- even if defendant objects- so judge doesn’t have to explain all the rules to the defendant
1. 	Even if the standby gives bad advice, conviction can be upheld- most decisions severely limit standby counsel’s duties
2. 	This case exemplifies that the judge in our system is passive- we could have a much more active judge- lawyers would be less important
a. 	Ct says that the appointment was proper, because it was like standby counsel:  cited factors like defendant had first hired counsel, who withdrew
b. 	Dissent says- defendant wanted to represent himself, he was competent, he should have been able to do it.  He made clear requests to represent himself- he should have been able to control his own defense, not the standby counsel.  Should have known what the appointed counsel was limited to.
c. 	Cts say that can waive counsel and represent self if defendant is told the risks of such strategy, knows the dangers.  Jacobs asks- is this ever a good idea?
3. 	An indigent defendant may not choose his appointed counsel..  If close to trial, court can even deny request to switch counsel.
a. 	To replace an appointed attorney, the defendant has to prove that the attorney is incompetent in a constitutional sense- to replace retained attorney- you just fire- nothing that you have to show
b. 	most states let law students represent indigent attorneys as long as the defendants are aware that their counsel is a student.
D. 	Policy Points
1. 	Should we have a system that is so complicated that the average person can not represent themselves?
2. 	Why are private attorneys so desirable?  You pay them, more attentive, lower case load, worried about reputation and getting new clients
a. 	Public defenders- worried about moving cases
b. 	18 b lawyers- worry about making cases- moving them quickly to get more money
3. 	What if they didn’t allow private lawyers?  No longer would be a service for the poor- no stigma- socialization of the system
4. 	Remember the constant conflict with public defenders- who do they work for?  client, or their supervisor.  They are judged by moving cases.
5. 	Option to provide more services to fewer defendants- we could say no lawyers for misdemeanors- only for felonies

III. 	Adequacy of Counsel
A. 	Cases
1. 	Strickland v. Washington
a. 	defendant claims ineffective assistance of counsel
b. 	Ct details that the attorney spoke with respondent about background, his wife and mother and also got his rap sheet excluded
c. 	Standard:  defendant must show that counsels performance was deficient and that this deficient performance prejudiced the defense.  (see page 44)
1) 	counsel’s performance must be reasonably effective and cannot fall below and objective standard of reasonableness and the defendant must show a reasonable probability that the outcome would have changed due to the deficient performance
e. 	Find that the attorney’s performance was reasonable- omitted evidence would not have changed the outcome of the case- very deferential standard of review
f. 	dissent:  disagrees with using the objective standard of reasonableness- not specific enough- thinks that every defendant deserves a capable and zealous lawyer- finds that the attorney didn’t do enough discovery, etc. and would have improved defendant’s chances:  with a cold record this is hard to be proven
1) 	As Jacobs highlights- fair trial fair procedure is an end in itself- every defendant deserves a fair trial- even if guy is clearly guilty.  Jacobs likes the idea that we have one trial- and that we do it right
2. 	State v. Leslie Palmer
a. 	agrees to plead guilty, get death penalty- no negotiations. (open plea)  Later claims ineffective assistance of counsel

b. 	Cite the Strickland standard as to prove claim, must fall below objective standard of reasonableness and so prejudiced the defendant as to deny him a fair trial:  notes the strong presumption to finding an attorney’s strategic choices O.K.
1) 	Jacobs questions if this standard is too low- yet cites a 2nd Circuit case in which there was ineffective assistance of counsel in which the defense attorney tells client about plea offer, yet offers no recommendation (Says this is a stretch)
a. 	Note the decision to not pursue negotiations might be a trial strategy- counsel stated he expected mercy by the prosecution
1) 	What happens in these ineffective assistance claims?  Have a hearing with new lawyer and defendant, and essentially the prosecution is representing the old lawyer
2) 	Forces the old lawyer to be the star witness, and the prosecution to work with former adversary
a. 	Ct says that this is a matter of trial strategy./professional judgment- this is not incompetence even though it proved wrong in retrospect
b. 	People v. Hattery:  conceding client’s guilt in hopes of lesser sentence can not be deemed strategic or ok without client’s consent
c. 	dissent:  thinks that this represents total breakdown of the adversarial system- what did counsel do to protect client here?  This can not be strategy- this was just stupid!
3. 	United States v Cronic:  Ct rejects a presumption of ineffectiveness when an inexperienced lawyer was appointed shortly before a complex case. (57) but denial of counsel at critical stage of trial, or if counsel fails to subject the prosecutions case to meaningful adversarial testing can build such a presumption.
a. 	Also presume prejudice when there is a conflict of interest (Holloway v. Arkansas)- if the judge didn’t hold a hearing on it
4. 	People v. Benevento
a. 	defendant attacks a woman on Bleecker and confesses to police
b. 	defense concedes assault but argues that defendant lacked requisite intent to deprive complainant of property:  says defendant was too drunk for requisite intent
c. 	defendant is convicted.  CT holds that that defendant must show an absence of strategic or legitimate explanation for defense’s shortcomings
1) 	Cites the Strickland federal standard
2) 	New York standard:  was conduct so egregious and prejudicial and error that defendant did not receive a fair trial?
d. 	Still held that the defendant received effective assistance of counsel- even using Baldi test:  defense used a common defense strategy
B. 	General Points
1. 	This claim is one of the most common legal challenges to convictions.  Hard to win on- between 1970-83 study of 4,000 decisions showed a win rate of 3.9%
2. 	Cts have even held that attorneys being drunk or asleep is not enough to deny ineffective representation of counsel- unless prove standard elements of the claim
3. 	Cuyler v. Sullivan:  Supreme Court states that private attorneys are to be judged by the same standards as public attorneys.
4. 	ABA Defense Function Standards
a. 	Should inform accused of his rights, file all good faith motions- like suppression, severance, dismissal, etc.
b. 	a duty to investigate- all the circumstances, to secure info that police have
c. 	duty to explore alternate methods to trial- divergence, or also pleas- must investigate facts before recommending a plea
5. 	Ohio attempt to set standards for effectiveness of counsel
a. 	requiring certain level of experience- ex: set number of trials for felonies, etc. before letting counsel be appointed to try murder cases
b. 	same for felonies, so that assigned counsel have experience, that they have assisted counsel in other cases, etc.  participated in training, etc.
6. 	New York rejects the Strickland test
C. 	The Ethics of Defending Criminals
1. 	Speeches of Lord Erskine:  advocate needs to defend, if not, he is assuming the character of the judge- sits in judgment.  Ex:  see 157 Supp. McVeigh’s lawyer says the same thing!
2. 	The American Lawyer:  makes the  point that you as a lawyer doesn’t know if client is guilty until it has been determined so by the court
3. 	ABA opinion:  Totes value of adversary system which keeps us from judging before we know all the facts.  Also the need for people to represent unpopular defendants
4. 	Defending Guilty People:  Idea that with representation of defense, improve truth finding process.  Making sure that the state is playing fair, (also mentioned in class) we are a society that cares about individual’s rights and protects them.
5. 	Is a lawyer bound to support and unjust cause?:  you argue not your own opinion, but that of your client.  Also, there is the dual role- you are still an officer of the court. Don’t bring suits to harass, mislead that judge, etc.  
6. 	Also- a lot of these ethics of defending criminals turn on the possibility that the defendant might be innocent.  
D. 	Random Jacob’s policy
1. 	How workable is the Strickland test?  IS every lawyer’s performance in a guilty plea deficient?  See Palmer for example
2. 	Jacobs thinks that alternatives to this passive judge method is more supervision by the trial judge during trial.  Does not think that the Bar mechanism is a good one for keeping attorneys in line.  Maybe a checklist for judges to ask attorneys- attorneys don’t like this- they argue, it’s an art, not a science
a) 	additional strategies:  prophylactic measures- not appointing incompetent counsel- second seating, CLE, etc.
b) 	Jacobs think attorneys just don’t do enough- recognizes that judges are not experts in crim pro, slow down the trial, etc.
3. 	Prosecutor is not an adversary.  Administer of justice- want a fair trial
a) 	bring this to judges attention, it is your judge
b) 	You don’t want it reversed on appeal- watch out for justice
IV. 	Pre-trial Release and Detention
A. 	Introduction
1. 	Can occur at station house- where an official will set bail, or a few hours later before a judge or magistrate- initial appearance
2. 	Might also be determined at a later preliminary hearing
3. 	Means of reforming Bail:  VERA Institute of Justice
a. 	found that detainees are more apt to be convicted than if free on bail- receive stiffer sentences
1)  Not able to assist defense in locating witnesses, etc.
b. 	These people loose incomes, jobs, family ties.  Support release on own recognizance
1) 	determine their community roots, length of residency in city, criminal record family ties, job- verify defendants answers- these factors are supposed to ensure that defendants will appear in court
2) 	Some serious offenders were not eligible for such release
4. 	Follows the Bail Reform Act of 1966- which also stated that persons should not be needlessly detained before trial- non-capital cases, as long as there is reasonable assurance that the persons will return, they should be released.  Considered factors such as nature of offense, weight of the evidence, family ties, employment, financial resources, mental health, convictions, general character, record, failure to appear record
        a.  We now release 2/3 and hold 1/3
5. 	This approach has been codified in state rules of criminal procedure
6. 	Pretrial release of felony defendants
a. 	finds that 25% of released defendants did not appear in court as scheduled
b. 	ROR for 24% of all defendants
c. 	Also have conditional release:  financial release, like through a bond usually 20% of total bail- more that bail is, the less chance a defendant has to get out.  Severity of defense influences likelihood of release.
1) 	Financial release- can require the defendant to put up a full cash surety bond- get when they show up- or a deposit of 10%- liable for all of it if don’t show up    
2) 	Also consider if defendant has failed to appear before, prior record (less likely to get out if you have one) and risk of committing other crimes while on the outside.
7. 	Bail Bond Dealers:  they are obligated to pay the bail if the defendant doesn’t appear.  They charge defendants a non-refundable fee (10%)  In some states, they are authorized to pursue and arrest
a) 	This can lead to violence, also, no incentive for the defendant to return- all ready lost money
b) 	Some states have allowed release on a portion of bail- that defendants get back when they appear in court
8. 	Can also have release conditional on contact with nonfinancial conditions- regular contact with a program, no contact with victim, drug tests, also electronic monitoring.
B. 	Cases
1. 	Westerman v. Cary
a. 	Order that prevents d.v. offenders from receiving bail before first appearance- issue is, when does the right to bail attach?
b. 	Ct rejects the timing of the charging of the offense as the time when the right attaches
c. 	Ct states that setting bail and releasing people is a judicial function- bail determination must be made as soon as possible, no later than  probable cause determination- prior to prelim hearing
d. 	Government has compelling interests in preventing crime and ensuring that those accused come for trial- so found order did not violate due process of law- still must be determined within 48 hours- no right to release until probable cause hearing!
2. 	San Diego bail experiment:  found that strength of ties had the most effect on what judges set for bail, then DA’s recommendation, then prior record.  When they observed judge in practice- most influenced by DA’s recommendation, weakest was prior record  Seemed that severity of crime, record, and ties played only limited roles in the amount of bail set.
3. 	Most systems leave a lot of discretion in the hands of judges to set bail amount 
a. 	There are limits on the amount of bail that a trial court can set.  
b. 	Stack v. Boyle- excessive bail clause of the 8th Amendment prevents a trial court from setting bail higher than the amount needed to ensure that the defendant shows
c. 	Should victims be notified of amount of bail or when defendant will be released?  Most states require the victim to request such info in writing- some allow victims to have some input prior to the bail decision
1) 	all states have passed statutes offering protection to victims during the criminal justice process- differ on level of protection- how many are notified at bond hearings, pretrial release, and only about 40% of victims in strong protection states give rec. at bond hearings
C. 	Pretrial Detention
1. 	United States v. Salerno
a. 	Bail Reform Act 1984- allowed the federal court to detain an arrestee pending trial if the Government demonstrates that nothing else will assure the safety of any other person/public
b. 	in making the determination, they consider the seriousness of the charges, the evidence against the defendant, and danger that they pose to others
c. 	Claims are violation of due process- punishment before trial- also violates 8th Amendment, excessive bail
d. 	Ct says that detention is regulatory, not punishment, get a hearing and detention is limited by the Speedy Trial Act- no violation of Due Process- req. of proof- is clear and convincing evidence, that the bail is warranted.  That should be enough of a safeguard
e. 	government has a legitimate interest in preventing crime by arestees, protecting people- no violation of 8th Amendment- as long as detention is proportional to this risk
f. 	dissent- laughs at the idea that this is regulatory, and imprisoning people without enforcing the guilt beyond reasonable doubt standard
2. 	About ½ of the states do not allow courts to detain defendants before trial in order to prevent new crimes: (preventive detention): some states only refuse to allow bail in capital cases
a. 	Most states that consider preventive detention are trying it with a select group of violent felonies.  Most leave it to the discretion of the court
b. 	Or they consider it only if the person has a prior felony record.
c. 	Minority of states limit the time that the person can be detained pre-trial
3. 	Estimated that about 37% of defendants are detained until their case- most have been granted bail, but can’t raise it. (Jacobs confirms this)  About 6% are held without bail.
4. 	See 18 U.S.C. 321 (e)(f):  codifies policy objected to in Salerno- preventative detention
a. 	Considers factors like prior offense, esp. if on release pending trial- length of time between offenses
b. 	also authorizes hearings on whether the person should be detained
5. 	Kansas v. Hendrick- allowed statute that requires sex offenders to remained detained after sentence is up- used Salerno distinction, regulatory- not punitive
D. 	Jacobs policy crap
1. 	It’s nice to be released- less incentive to plead guilty- you’ll want to delay- hope that witnesses will give up
2. 	Purpose of bail- want person to show up- if no show, forfeit money
a. 	Bail bondsmen- no incentive to come back- because you forfeit your 10% fee anyway- there was a lot of corruption- and rarely were bails bondsmen required to pay up
b. 	How much money could ever make someone gamble with their liberty
3. 	Criminal Justice Agency:  in NY- get info from suspects, using VERA criteria - make phone calls to verify the info
a. 	VERA wanted to show that there would be a correlation between community ties and release and appearance
b. 	that people can be ROR- remember 25% fail to appear- very hard to find them when they don’t appear
1) 	Jacobs says that they don’t appear- unreliable population- drugs, mental problems, no reminders
2) 	risk it because it is expensive to keep people in jail
4. 	Jacobs says that we have a pre-trial detention system- it is called bail!  Set it really high- you know that they can’t get out!
a.  Presumption of the Bail Reform Act that released with least restrictions possible
5. 	Also have electronic monitoring- can’t go so far from your home- police can keep tabs on you
V. 	Police and Prosecutorial Screening
A. 	Police Screening
1. 	Can have a system where the police set the charges- DA is reactive then
2. 	Others- send a sheet to the DA’s charging unit- who then writes up the complaint (Philadelphia)
3. 	Note that effective law enforcement requires cooperation between police officers and members of the district attorney’s office
a. 	IN Houston, before a cop can charge- she must talk to the DA- must establish elements of offense, probable cause, etc. must take note of the cases that the DA refuses to charge
4. 	Police officers have a lot of discretion in determining who to arrest- might also arrest and then release someone before there are formal charges
a. 	Jacobs- all of these decisions become more important if the defendant has a record
5. 	Desk Appearance Ticket-  in this jurisdiction, you have to wait until you are arraigned- could be 24, 48 hours
a. 	a lot of people who are arrested, this process is the punishment- only receive a fine after this 
B. 	Prosecutorial Screening
1. 	Can overrule the police charging decisions- most important voice in what charges are brought
2. 	Declination Policies
a. 	Prosecutor will decline to file a charge: once charged, it has impacts on your reputation, your job, emotional impact, etc.
b. 	U.S. Dept. of Justice created guidelines to regulate declination
1. 	take into account the alternatives to federal prosecution, seriousness of the crime, defendant’s history, strength of evidence, etc.
2. 	Written guidelines are usually expressed in terms of the gravity of the offenses
a. 	value of the property or loss involved
b. 	Assistant Attorney General Heymann:  declinations are the rule, not the exception
1. 	federal prosecutors decline as many as 63% Jacobs says 60%- 25% for state level
2. 	scarcity of resources- defer to state level, lack of merit in the case, lack of evidence, if witnesses are available, wrongfulness of conduct- factors in determining whether to decline
3. 	Jacobs suggests by what crimes the attorneys fail to prosecute- it is like de facto law making
4. 	also mentions that investigatory information is usually secretive- not disclosed
c. 	Other reasons not to prosecute- if it is an antiquated statute, cost too much, bad motives of the complaining witness, if the victim asks to drop the charges, been granted immunity, or if they are all ready confined on other charges
3. 	State v. Foss
a. 	prosecutor has broad discretion in terms of charging,
b. 	State v. Krotzer- says if there are special circumstances, then a judge can stay an adjudication of guilt over the will of the prosecutor
c. 	recognize that this power is to be used sparingly- only when avoiding an injustice resulting from the prosecutors abuse of discretion in the charging function
4. 	US Attorney’s office decline a large proportion of the criminal matters they receive- usually only file complaints in 20-23% of the cases they receive. 
a. 	Level of declinations depends on the offense involved
b. 	Los Angeles has a declination rate of 50% of felony arrests
c. 	minimum federal interest can also be a reason why a crime isn’t prosecuted federally, no crime committed, etc.
5. 	Most larger prosecutor’s officer requires ADA to give reasons in the case file for declining to prosecute.  May also adopt a system where prosecutors must consult with their supervisors before bringing charges.
6. 	Probable cause hearing- until this, the power of the state hasn’t been tested- we need to have this quickly, so we feel better
C. 	Diversion Policies
1. 	Diversion can take place before or after charges are filed- not as common as declination
a. 	Jacobs suggest this might be net widening- that you are diverting people that are innocent, that never should have been prosecuted in the first place- or could argue that you are diverting these people out of the wider end of the system
b. 	WE have ACD in NY- prosecutors make the decision of who to divert- Adjournment on Consideration of Dismissal
c. 	Prosecutors are courts unto themselves- might give them huge opportunity to be coercive
1. 	Usually- diversion is contingent on the things like- the defendant may not commit an offense, the defendant may not engage in specified activities, rehab, counseling, restitution, etc.
2. 	These agreements must be in writing, if comply, the prosecution must dismiss when it is complied with.
3. 	State v. Baynes
a. 	policy of prosecutor to deny any pretrial intervention program if defendant is caught with drugs near a school yard
b. 	state prosecutors decisions are afforded great deference, - reviewing court must assume that prosecutors considered all relevant factors:  find this per se ban makes it impossible for the prosecutor to consider all relevant factors- also, this DA’s office was the only one that didn’t allow CDS for this offense- also, this defendant had no record, this was a third degree offense
5. 	Other states allow diversionary programs- alternatives to prosecution- means upon completion, the charges are dismissed- for possession charges, 
a. 	Eligibility usually depends on prior record, drug abuse, age etc. and require the defendant to attend counseling, refrain from drug use, monitoring, restitution, etc.
6. 	Diversion is much more common with misdemeanors than felonies.
a. 	in some states, there is statutory authority about who gets in programs, judges may develop and supervise diversion programs
b. 	usually, statutes that deal with these programs tell judges to approve of prosecutorial recommendations- DA get great deference.  But most states give judges the last say in determining if a defendant has completed the program
D. 	Encouraging and Mandating Charges
1. 	Mandatory Prosecution Policies for Domestic Assault Cases
a. 	Psychology of Victim:  assume blame, tries to avoid violence, try to leave many many times-  become isolated 
b. 	Has traditionally been a failure to prosecute, follow through with these cases- failure to arrest, file charges, etc.
c. 	controversy of whether of or not to allow a victim to drop the charges
2. 	Statutes requiring special training for prosecutors in these units- also- goals should be to protect the victim, deter the defendant from committing continued acts of violence, deter battering
3. 	Hard drop- proceed over the victim’s objections- where as soft-drop- focus is on victim encouragement- hard, can even prosecute the victim for perjury
a. 	In response to the low prosecution rates, don’t like them being diverted, some say that hard no drop policies do impact battering- 5-=80% are dropped
b. 	is this re-victimizing the victim if she is forced to testify?
c. 	evidence that shall arrest policies end up in more dismissals and acquittals
3. 	Jacobs discusses domestic violence
a. 	Think- are we sending a message, or are we deterring women from calling the cops the next time
4. 	Most states give prosecutors the exclusive authority to file criminal complaints- idea that citizens would misuse this- DA must take the time to investigate all of these complaints- citizens are not lawyers- they don’t know what crimes are and aren’t.
a. 	3 exceptions- mandatory charging, must prosecute if probable cause, and subject to supervisors discretion
1. 	More than half the states allow victims to retain counsel that participates in the prosecution
a. 	some statutes have allowed victims to have some input into charges- whether to charge- fewer allow the victim to say what charges
6. 	In the event that the prosecutor has a conflict of interest, courts will appoint a special prosecutor
E. 	Policy Points
1. 	None of this process is adversary, this is administered by the prosecutors only
VI. 	Selection of the Charges and the Grand Jury
A. 	Selecting Among Charges
1. 	US Dept. of Justice Guidelines
a. 	suggest things like the most serious offense consistent with defendant’s conduct, reflects the nature and extent of the criminal conduct
b. 	Jacobs- asks why they are concerned with success rates- so they don’t look like they are harassing people- bring cases to win- makes office look credible
c. 	Points out that the terms are too general to do much good
d. 	Also- there is always a lot of pressure from lobbying groups to get tougher on a certain offense- i.e. d.v. or drunk driving- totally one sided
B. 	State v. Caskey
1. 	 had driven with her children in the car, while intoxicated.  
2. 	She’s charged with a class C felony- argues that she should have been charged with the underlying misdemeanor
3. 	Look to the plain meaning of the statute- find that the prosecutor is right- no abuse of discretion
C. 	Prosecutorial Discretion in Seeking Habitual Offender Status
1. 	Essentially, if declared this- get longer sentences
2. 	Found that the Fla. Statute had been applied to less serious offenses, more against blacks, male offenders
3. 	Have been guidelines in place:  restricting when it can be sought- must be sever offense- making the priors be violent felonies, w/in a certain amount of time, etc.
D. 	General Points
1. 	Prosecutor may select among all applicable statutes in deciding what charges to bring- usually claims that prosecutors picked the wrong offense usually fail
a. 	we could reign in the discretion by having the judge constrain what the prosecutor can do- use the legislature- or require more uniformity at a centralized level- like the Attorney Generals’ office- or just set up standards, rules
b. 	ex:  Minnesota statute- 196:  written standards, for inner office use- we want local control of our own community (Jacobs)
c. 	Jacobs is big on uniform rules- at least w/in office- this is an administrative system- should the public have a say?
1. 	National District Attorney’s Association- says that when charging- you should consider- the probability of conviction, willingness of offender to cooperate with law enforcement agents, motives of victim, cost of prosecution, any mitigating circumstances
2. 	Often allegations that prosecutors overcharge- ABA standards that warn DA’s not to bring charges greater than necessary
3. 	Courts use traditional statutory interpretation techniques to see if the charge is proper
F. 	Selecting the System:  Juvenile v. Adult Justice
1. 	Juvenile Courts goals are rehabilitation and avoiding stigma- about 1.25 million cases a year- 20% of those arrested go through this system
a. 	rationale of this system- is that you don’t get a criminal record- even if we say it is expunged- police have access to it forever:  judge sees this record at sentencing- so does prosecutor
b. 	Jacobs points out that the rate of recidivism is much higher with younger defendants
1. 	Some juvie cases can be transferred to the adult system- usually fewer than 5% get moved
2. 	What happens with serious violent juvenile offenders?
a. 	Might be transferred due to judicial waiver, prosecutorial discretion of statutory exclusion
1) 	Judicial Waiver- judge may consider- the seriousness of offense, was it violent or premeditated, was it against persons or property? Will a grand jury indict?  Desirability of a trial, maturity of the juvenile, prior record, and how the public can be protected
a)  juvenile bears the burden of convincing judge not to waive it to criminal court
2) 	Discretion of the DA- 1995 10 states allow for this.  Consider- criminal history, failure to respond to treatment, serious of violent nature of conduct- requires a more severe sanction
3) 	Statutory Exclusion- the types of juveniles that are being excluded continues to grow- now more crimes are being excluded, some states are lowering the age limit of when is too young for trying the defendant in an adult system, adding habitual offender status
4) 	22 states allow a criminal court to reverse waive and send the matter back to juvenile court
4. 	Think of all the problems- criminal court prosecutions are expensive.  Where do we hold juveniles?  How long should they be detained pre-trial?- is the adult system capable of punishing these offenders adequately?
5. 	Kristy Maddox v. State
a. 	 Defendant throw a bottle at another moving car- 17 years old at the time- wants it to be in juvenile court
b. 	trial court says that this is a violent offense- could have killed someone
c. 	her mom testifies that she helps around the house, and has never been in trouble before, also that this is a property crime
d. 	Court says this is a violent act- and in recent years- use of violence in the commission of a serious offense is a factor sufficient for a criminal court to retain a juveniles case
1. 	Here- it is violent- she willfully threw a bottle
2. 	Also- she has now turned 18- couldn’t be committed to Juvie hall anyway0 can’t be rehabilitated there
e. 	Dissent- thinks that the best efforts to rehabilitate are in juvenile system- if not there, that they will come back as adults.  Thinks that the decision ignores the purpose of the juvie code
6. 	In most states, and the federal juvenile system, initially assign most juveniles to juvenile court, and then allow a juvenile judge to waive jurisdiction
a. 	Almost 40 states place into the adult system the oldest juveniles who commit the most serious crimes- youngest with least serious crimes go into juvenile court
b. 	A trial court in the adult system may retain the case if there is clear and convincing evidence that the juvenile should be tried as an adult
c. 	Juveniles have had little success challenging mandatory statutory exclusions, prosecutorial discretion in transferring and the lack or presence of a hearing to determine if there should be transfer
d. 	Once a court has general jurisdiction over the juvenile, it can also convict the juvenile for a lesser included offense, even if that wouldn’t have been adequate basis for transfer in the first place
7. 	Right to retained counsel in delinquency proceedings is a federal constitutional requirement.  (In re Gault- jury trials are not available)  But, less than half of juveniles are represented by counsel in their delinquency proceedings
8. 	In more than 40 states, these juvenile adjudication’s can be used years later to increase a sentence imposed in an adult court for a later offense
G. 	Selective Prosecution
1. 	US v. Armstrong
a. 	 was charged with conspiring to possess with intent to distribute coke- claim they were prosecuted because they are black
b. 	government says- hey we prosecuted because of amount, multiple sales, firearms violations, strong evidence, all had criminal histories
c. 	usually Assistant Us Attorneys have broad discretion over who to prosecute- but can not be based on race, religion, or some arbitrary classification
d. 	there is a presumption that the prosecutor has not violated equal protection- criminal  must show strong evidence to the contrary
1. 	Say you must show discriminatory effect and discriminatory purpose- for effect- must show those similarly situated were not prosecuted
e. 	Court holds that defendant didn’t meet the burden-didn’t bring forth the required evidence
f. 	dissent:  thinks that there was evidence that the US Attorney office should have had to show something- that they were not discriminating, etc.  says that it is undisputed that the brunt of the federal elevated penalties fall on blacks- feels that the district court was allowed to order discovery in this case
2. 	Wayte v. United States:  made clear that the government must choose the defendant for prosecution because of and not despite the protected status of the defendant 
3. 	It is clear that racial minorities are prosecuted at rates out of proportion with their numbers:  also, declinations occur more frequently for with suspects controlling for age, record, etc.
4. 	Blackledge v. Perry- prosecutor can not merely change the charges- raise the charges because the defendant chooses to exercise a procedural right:  jury trial
H. 	Grand Jury and Judicial Screening
1. 	In just under half of the states, the defendant can request the prosecutor to seek the permission of the grand jury before filing felony charges:  if they agree, they file an indictment (This is not incorporated in the 14th Amendment)
a. 	grand juries almost always indict when the prosecutor requests: the standard is quite low-only when there is probable cause to believe the accused has committed the crime that the prosecutor says he has
b. 	only the prosecutor presents evidence to the grand jury- most states no duty to present exculpatory evidence
2. 	State v. Edminson
a. 	contending that being charged by grand jury and indictment denies him equal protection.  His co-defendants were charged by information, and got a preliminary hearing
b. 	preliminary hearing- is in front of a magistrate, can have counsel, right to cross examine adverse witnesses- grand jury- don’t get any of these things
1) 	This is adversarial- way for defendant to get prepped for trial- get people to commit themselves to one version of the events
2) 	Jacobs says that you have X number of days to get an indictment, otherwise- it has to go by information and preliminary hearing- no right to a preliminary hearing
a. 	Ct states that there may be many reasons to avoid the preliminary hearing- save time, preclude defense discovery, limit number of times that a particular victim has to give testimony in public- say that prosecutor may proceed by either charging alternative
b. 	Ct says that defendant must show an intentional plan to discriminate- couldn’t do that
c. 	Also- held that the admission of hearsay evidence does not render the indictment null- as long as after excluding all the inadmissible evidence, there is still enough evidence to sustain the indictment
d. 	Also- when alleging misconduct- says that the burden rests with the criminal defendant to prove that misconduct rises to the level of prejudice- does not find that the DA’s behavior was impermissible
e. 	dissent:  cites the great benefits of the preliminary exam- discover the evidence that the state has, see their witnesses and crossing them.  Also thinks that the prosecutor behaved improperly- too suggestive with the evidence- too much like an advocate, and not minister of justice
3. 	Some state’s constitutions require an indictment (like NY) others allow the legislature to decide when an indictment is needed
4. 	Fifth Amendment of the Federal Constitution requires indictment in all capital and infamous crimes- that means felonies.  
5. 	There is no right to a preliminary hearing once the prosecutor has sought charging through indictment:  see LemWoon v. Oregon- no federal constitutional right to a grand jury on whether probable cause supports charges against 
6. 	In jurisdictions requiring indictment, defendants often waive their right to indictment 
7. 	Judicial dismissal of indictments is an extremely rare event- even charges based on misconduct of prosecutors are rarely successful
8. 	Probable cause must be determined within 48 hours of arrest- federal constitution requires this.  Most states simply require the hearing to take place within a reasonable time
I. 	State v. Kahlbaun
1. 	System where they had independent grand jury counsel- reachable by beeper- to come and consult with the grand jury- but he was not present during the presentation of the evidence
2. 	This is a Hawaii requirement, not one of federal law- CT states that the grand jury is supposed to guard against oppression- also protects the victims from cross examination
3. 	They did this to combat the charge that the grand jury was becoming a rubber stamp of the prosecutor- now the DA won’t have to advise the jurors on the law
4. 	Physical presence is not necessary- must show that the absence was prejudicial to the accused to invalidate the indictment- but independent counsel should be close by
J. 	Random Last thoughts
1. 	grand juries sometimes issue reports criticizing the targets of the grand juries investigations, even though they didn’t indict
2. 	Frustrating process- can always just bring charges to another grand jury
3. 	Federal Grand Jury- 23 members- only need 12 to indict- no voir dire- and there proceedings are secret- prosecutor serves as legal advisor- they are an investigative body
a. 	Can use hearsay evidence, no felony case brought w/o grand jury????
b. 	Most don’t require exculpatory evidence to be brought
c. 	Level of lay person involvement- other countries can’t understand why we do this
d. 	Also- by this point, prosecutor has all ready screened out 50% of cases
e. 	Alternatives-  1 person grand jury- who is legally trained
3. 	Grand Jury testimony is sworn testimony, pain of perjury- if claim 5th Amendment, they give you immunity- now you must talk
a. 	In some states you have to ask for immunity- NY state- you get called in, you automatically get it
b. 	immunity extends to all offices- very powerful
c. 	Castagar v  United States- Federal Statute only requires use and derivative immunity- can’t prosecute you for what you said or anything they derive (fruits of immunity)
d. 	NY- use transaction immunity- immunity for all the events of the transaction- so- prosecutors are forced to create evidentiary records first- then can’t get immunity- they have it before they question you
VII. 	Jeopardy 
A. 	Double Jeopardy
1. 	5th Amendment- no person shall be subject for the same offence to be twice put in jeopardy of life and limb
a. 	Protects from second prosecution after acquittal, conviction, or multiple punishments for the same offense within the same proceedings
2. 	Multiple Sovereigns:  Majority of states follow the US Supreme Court and hold that the constitutional D.J. bar does not prohibit a second prosecution by a different sovereign, even if it was for the same offense
a. 	United States v. Lanza- outlined the dual sovereignty exception- 2 sovereignties, different sources, each may enact their own laws w/o interference from the other
b. 	Bartkus v. Illinois-   robs a federally insured bank- acquitted in Federal Court- indicted in Illinois- resulted in conviction
1) 	Ct has rejected claim of double jeopardy 20 times before for successive federal, then state prosecutions- state courts have been reluctant to bar the second prosecution, even if it is for a similar offense
2) 	Ct concludes it is not a violation of due process for state to prosecute
3) 	dissent- says the prosecution after an acquittal should be barred by Double Jeopardy Clause of the 5th Am. Punishing people twice for the same conduct- abhorrent- fear double punishment, who cares if it is from two different sovereigns- prosecutor will just keep going after the same people.  Federalism is not enough of a justification to create this exception
Brennan dissent- too much participation by federal agents in state prosecution- like a second federal prosecution
c. 	US Attorney’s Policy:  says that they won’t take the successive prosecution unless there is a strong federal reason to do so- want to eliminate this unfairness of multiple punishments (this is Petite policy)
1) 	require authorization from superior before bringing them- doesn’t count if state prosecution is for only a small element of the federal offense- as when conspiracy involves several state acts
2) 	warrant a second prosecution if there has been - incompetence, corruption, intimidation, jury nullification, new significant evidence, fairness to other ’s, compelling federal interest- good probability of conviction-  maybe unjust acquittals are just good jobs by defense lawyers
3) 	With respect to mistrials- it is like the slate has been wiped clean.  If the defense causes it, you can request that waive DJ protection.
d. 	State v. Franklin:   shoots two black men- 2 life sentences in Fed. Court- violating civil rights of victim- tried in state court- 2 more life sentences- murder
1) 	 says that killings and civil rights violations arose from same event- barred by D.J. clause (2nd prosecution)
2) 	to trigger the D.J. clause- must be the same offense- CT says that if each offense requires proof of a fact that the other does not- it is not the same offense
3) 	This is dual sovereignty- 2 laws broken- distinct offenses
4) 	CT considers the approaches that other state courts have taken- don't’ like the rule that state prosecution after federal prosecution is ok only when the state’s interests haven’t been protected- judges are not look outs for state interests, or that second prosecutions should always be barred- state should be able to punish those that break its’ laws- finally say- even if we say Utah cant’ try them, we can’t say federal gov. can’t try them after Utah does
d. 	Rodney King Problem-  state court- 4 officers all acquitted of excessive force and assault- should prosecutors charge him with federal violation of civil rights?
1) 	When they retried- for federal civil criminal rights- 2/4 acquitted.  Jacobs thinks that these 2 crimes state and federal were the same offense
2) 	Maybe it won’t change at all second time around- maybe they are convicting just to avoid riots
3) 	CA don’t permit state prosecutions after federal ones- but not vice versa- if state blows it, feds can pick it up
a. 	some states have prohibited the use of a second prosecution, for certain kinds of offenses- like drug offenses- protects against unfairness, also against waste of resources
1) 	Some states may not prohibit the successive prosecutions- but do have guidelines to limit successive prosecutions
3. 	Same Offence
a. 	D.J. attaches when the jury is sworn in for jury trial- or when first witness is sworn for bench trial
b. 	Blockburger v. United States- test for finding different offenses- whether each provides proof of an additional fact which the other does not
c. 	Grady v. Corbin- added the same conduct test on top of the Blockburger same elements test for when gov. seeks a successive prosecution:  critical inquiry is what conduct the government will prove- not the evidence that the state will use to prove such conduct- if prove the entirety of conduct in trial one- can’t have trial two
1)  Jacobs says this is hard to define and apply- why overruled and returned
d. 	US v. Dixon- overrules Grady- back to same elements test (Blockburger)- saying that the same conduct test was inconsistent with precedent and common law
1) 	The same elements test most favorable to prosecution- narrowest of when things are the same- whereas the same episode test is the most favorable to the defense
a. 	State v. Lessary:   found guilty of abuse in family court- circuit court dismisses unlawful imprisonment and terroristic threatening charge
a) 	second prosecution is not barred under the same elements test-  concedes that
b) 	we want to protect against successive punishment, repeated attempts to convict for the same offense- allow the state to rehearse before conviction
c) 	interprets Hawaii const. More broadly- ensures that not subjected to multiple prosecutions for a single act- essentially- it is the same conduct test from Grady-  urges the Ct to use a same episode test-
1) 	rejects the same episode test- not intent of D.J. provision apply same conduct test
2) 	say- look-proof for charge 2 independent of that used for charge 1- not barred by same conduct test- no violation of d.j. clause here
3) 	states can differ on the test that they apply (see supp 176)  30 states follow this same elements test/ 10 use Grady conduct test- some have adopted statutory provisions to address this issue.  Handful use the same episode test.
f. 	Taylor v. Commonwealth-   takes a man’s truck- who had stopped to help him start ’s own car.  Also- hits man with a rifle- use Blockburger test- say that assault and robbery- each require the proof of an element that the other doesn’t.  Robbery- have to prove theft- assault- have to prove injury.  No D.J. problem
g. 	New York Criminal Procedure: bars successive prosecutions unless there are substantially different elements, also allows for it  if 2 different victims, (279)
h. 	Rule- Blockburger/Dixon- if two offenses have  at least one distinct element, they are not treated as the same offense- therefore, dual charges/prosecutions do not violate d.j.
i. 	Many courts treat the issue of multiple punishments for same offense as different from multiple prosecutions??? 
1) 	separate counts in the same trial- many members of the Supreme Court think that the Constitution doesn’t cover this
a. 	Usually, courts hold that D.J. bars punishment for offense and lesser included offense
1) 	5 states don’t have double jeopardy provisions in their constitutions
3. 	Multiplicity: People v. Amir Wilson
a. 	get a tip that persons would be transporting drugs- stop vehicle and arrest the occupants
b. 	all convicted in county court- - then these same defendants indicted in another county-  convicted again- move to set aside on D.J. grounds
c. 	CT says- here there was one drug conspiracy- 2 alleged conspiracies by the state- time frame overlap, same participants, same statutory offenses- overt acts were the same in both prosecutions, same locations
d. 	Also- says that this DJ bar of not being able to charge with greater offense once convicted of lesser included offense- does not fit an exception- that unable to proceed with greater charge from the outset- there was no lack of facts
e. 	Here- there was also one arrest, one seizure of drugs- these are also not dual sovereigns- they are subdivisions of the same state
f. 	concurring in part-  thinks there were 2 agreements, two crimes- says that time frames are different, more people in 2nd conspiracy, different locations- thinks they were 2 conspiracies
4. 	Some courts say that multiplicity is dividing the defendant’s behavior into distinct offenses
5. 	Collateral Estoppel:  look for common issue of fact- round in ’s favor:  can not relitigate that fact
a. 	Ferrell v. State
1. 	 robs three women- caught with items that he stole from victims
2. 	tried- only found guilty of some of the counts against him.  Doctrine of collateral estoppel is embodied in D.J. prohibition:  just means that once an issue of fact has been determined by final judgment, it cannot again be litigated between the same parties
3. 	CT says at the third trial- the only issue that is disputed was whether the defendant did the robbing- acquitted on the handgun possession issue
4. 	Idea is that you get one fair and full opportunity to convict the defendant can’t relitigate the issue again  (What else?)
5. 	dissent:  doesn’t think that the jury decided in the third trial that he was not the guy- said- maybe gun involved was not a handgun
b. 	This doctrine is asymmetrical- it binds only the government
c. 	only applicable in trials- not guilty pleas
d. 	problem is that no special verdict- so don’t know what facts were actually litigated
e. 	Favorable fact previously acquitted- can’t be relitigated-
   1)  Ashe v. Swenson problem- no special verdicts- don’t know what jury did or didn’t find
VIII.	Joinder
A. 	Compulsory Joinder:  minimum range of charges that prosecutor must group together- if don’t bring them together, the prosecutor will be barred from prosecuting the second offense.  Only 10 states have compulsory joinder
1. 	State ex rel. Forbes v. Canady
a. 	 charged with public intox and destroying property.  DA did not know that a victim was seriously injured
b. 	Cites State ex rel. Watson v. Ferguson:  mandatory joinder rule requires the defendant to be tried in a unitary trial for multiple offenses arising out of the same transaction
1) 	There are requirements- prosecuting attorney must have knowledge of all offenses
c. 	Also cites Jeffrey v. District Court:  compulsory joinder rule prohibits the subsequent prosecution if the prosecutor has knowledge of the other offenses at a time when jeopardy attaches, which should have been joined in a single prosecution, then the defendant cannot be prosecuted for other offenses based on the same act or series of acts arising from the same criminal episode
d. 	Ct says that the burden of joining multiple offenses arising out of the same transaction is on the prosecuting attorney and not on the defendant
e. 	Holds:  that if the state knew of should have known  of the offense at the time that jeopardy attached to the original charges, which all should have been joined in a single prosecution-then the defendant cannot be prosecuted for other offenses based on the same act or series of acts arising from the same criminal episode.- remands the case for this inquiry
2. 	Fed. Rule Criminal Procedure 8(a):  larger group of states follow this permissive joinder rule- speaks to the maximum range of charges that a prosecutor can bring together, not the minimum
a) dictates when two or more offenses may be charged in the same indictment:  if they are of the same or similar character or are based on the same act or transaction- or series of acts that connect as part of a common scheme or plan 
2. 	Federal Rule of Criminal Procedure 8(b):  speaks to joining s
3. 	Misjoinder:  defendant can ask for misjoinder if believes that a prosecutor has grouped together more charges than the rules will allow
4. 	Duplicity- wrongly including two or more distinct offenses in the same count- prosecutor must choose which offense to charge.  
5. 	Multiplicity- single offense as the basis of more than one count on the indictment- must choose which count it will rely upon at trial- when attempt to parse ongoing behavior into distinct units- overcharging- like in People v. Wilson when court had to say- no, there was only one conspiracy here
6. 	Federal Rule of Criminal Procedure 13:   Discretionary Joinder- Court may join offenses even if court hasn’t
7. 	Federal Rule of Criminal Procedure 14
a. 	If it appears that either side is prejudiced by the joinder- court may order separate trials- grant a severance of defendants, whatever justice requires
5. 	Damian Long v. United States
a. 	 committed one attempted robbery- then shot and killed another man a short distance and time away- can these offenses be joined?
b. 	government argues yes because connected together- use of similar proof- also this was a common scheme or plan-  was looking for someone to rob (reject these arguments) but do agree with the similarity of the offenses
c. 	Must conclude that these sets of offenses were properly joined- yet ,trial court may sever if the defendant would be prejudiced by the joinder (like criminal rule 14)
d. 	have to evaluate the nature of the evidence- to see if the probative value outweighs the prejudicial impact of the evidence:  this assessment must be made continuously throughout the trial- remand the case for judge to do such an analysis
6. 	Majority of states follow the federal rule on permissive joinder-  may join offenses if they are based on the same act or transaction (related) or unrelated charges that have similar character
a. 	ABA gives the defendant the absolute right to sever unrelated but similar offenses 
b. 	defendant might be prejudiced if he wants to pursue separate defenses to each charge
B. 	Joint Trials of Defendants
1. 	Federal Rule of Crim. Pro 8 (b)
a. 	multiple defendants may be charged in the same indictment if they are alleged to have participated in the same act or in the same series of acts constituting an offense
b. 	don’t have to join all same s on exact same counts
2. 	Joint trials account for almost 1/3 of all federal criminal trials:  don’t implicate DJ- but they do implicate due process
a. 	Majority of states leave this decision on severance to discretion of trial judge
1) 	can get separate. trials if facially incriminating evidence against one is so strong that it will rub off on the other- or if there is a significant disparity in the amount of evidence that is introduced against each
a. 	remedies may be severance, instructions to the jury, or even more complex- dual juries
C. 	Jacobs cursory treatment
1. 	most states only have permissive joinder- where parties may be tried together- no double jeopardy problems with this
2. 	mandatory joinder is reinforcement of double jeopardy enforcement don’t join- bars the second prosecution
3. 	advantages of joinder- less burden on offices and witnesses- all start pointing fingers at each other
4. 	disadvantages of joinder- minor defendants might get lost in the shuffle- they might just get convicted as well
IX.	Asset Forfeiture
A.	Forfeiture of Assets
1) 	Become an integral part of prosecution and punishment- esp. for crimes with an economic motive- by 1995 $ 645 million forfeited
2) 	Most of proceeds go directly to law enforcement agencies- sell the forfeited property- gives an opportunity to abuse forfeiture laws
3) 	Types of Forfeiture
a)  Instrumentality of the Crime:  most problematic- things used to commit crimes
4) 	derived from common law- cars, planes, houses, trucks:  antiquated notion that thing itself is guilty
b) 	Proceeds of the Crime
1) 	proceeds are hard to prove- what if it is legitimate income?  Also- there are ramifications for third parties
2) 	want to take the proceeds/profit out of crime- don't want an unfair advantage over our law abiding citizens- idea that you have no rights to that which you got illegally
c) 	Contraband:  easiest- do it for public safety- no rights to these items in the first place- can't get them back
3)Hypo to illustrate the types of forfeiture
  Guy runs out of bank with bags of money!  This is my money!!!!
a) 	No claim to the money- that's easy- what if he buys a car with it?  Should dealer be punished?  No- don't return the car unless he knows about it- too harsh
B. 	Property that is subject to Forfeiture
1) 	United States v. Cargo of Brig Malek Adhel
a) 	pirate ship case-  acts of piracy- and they seize the ship and contents- owner didn't know crew would do this- seems unjust
b) 	allow to seize ship- to ensure that victim is indemnified:  also- it makes the piracy possible- but not the contents
1) 	do we seize the boat so that it can't be used to commit crimes in the future?
2) 	Continually have expanded what gov. can seize- 1970 statute- drugs, the equipment used to make or transport drugs, the containers used to transport drugs- books used to keep track- then allowed to seize whatever was going to be used to buy the drugs, including all real property that is used or intended to commit of facilitate a violation of drug laws
   a.  Why do people get so upset about this?  Lower standard of proof required to seize- again, the prosecutors might do it if they loose the criminal trial
A.	Property Exempted
1)	Austin v. United States
a.	Hold that the 8th Amendment applies to forfeitures of property- because it is partly punitive in nature
b.	Go to this guys home- who is busted for selling drugs- seize a small amount of drugs, $5,000 in cash- want to forfeit his home- and auto shop
c.	Say that the 8th Amendment is to limit the power to punish-  civil forfeiture proceedings can be used to punish- in addition to its remedial function- ex:  removing dangerous items from the street
1)	our case law allows this- if the property itself is guilty of the offense, and on the theory that an owner who entrusts his property to others is responsible for their negligence
a.	dissent:  Scalia- says this taking is punitive- it is not done for compensation- thinks that the way to determine if property can be forfeited is the closeness the property has to the offense
   2)    How to determine if the forfeiture is excessive?
a.	Nexus/instrumentality test- examines the connection between the forfeited property and the offense- government must show the connection
b.	Proportionality test-  compare the severity of the offense, the harshness of the sanction, and the culpability of the claimant- burden on the claimant to show that it is excessive
c.	States have often vigorously enforced the homestead exception to forfeiture- despite close connection to or proportionality of such a measure
1)	Supreme Ct has held that civil in rem proceedings to not constitute punishment for the purpose of the D.J. Clause of the 8th Amendment- can bring both criminal charges and civil in rem proceedings based on the same conduct.  Most states have followed the Sup. Ct.
a) 	Does this give prosecutors too much power?  If unhappy with result in criminal proceedings, file a civil in rem proceeding?  Some state courts have restricted the ways in which the prosecutor can bring the forfeiture proceeding
b) 	Drug taxes- such as the one in Montana have been considered punishment and can be barred by the D.J. Clause following a criminal prosecution- but loss of license after DUI arrest- not D.J. violation- that is so stupid
A.	Procedures for Initiating Forfeitures
1)	Can began by filing a complaint- if worried that defendant will dispose of the property- government can seize the property- like vehicle- freeze account, etc.
2)	Gov. must have probable cause to believe it is subject to forfeiture- to get the warrant to seize- usually ex-parte- then the adversarial hearing comes in after the seizure
3)	State v. James Daniel Good Real Property- Sup Ct says that notice and opportunity to be heard is necessary prior to the seizure of real property
4)	Commonwealth v. Joseph Hess
a) 	defendant arrested for sale and delivery of cocaine- gov. wants an order to prevent the law firm representing him to preserve all money or assets they receive from the defendant
b) 	Gov. says, look he is paying the attorneys with drug money- we have a right to seize it
c) 	Cites Caplin and Drysdale v United Sates- federal forfeiture statute did not burden a defendant's rights to counsel- no right to interest in property obtained by illicit means- no right to spend other's moneys for attorney's services
d) 	can freeze the assets necessary to hire criminal defense, so long as they were subject to forfeiture in the beginning
e) 	Forfeiture eliminates the incentives of drug related activity- furthers the state's interests- but the Ct says that the trial court can conduct a hearing to determine whether a defendant has nonforfeitable assets- restrain the defendant from using those subject to forfeiture for attorney's fees  
f) 	Federal government will seize funds that serve as attorney's fees already paid if there are reasonable grounds to believe that the attorney had actual knowledge that the asset was subject to forfeiture- or if it was a sham transaction
g) 	Can also seize an attorney's practice
H   Procedures for resolving forfeitures
1) 	New York- factfinder must be satisfied by proof beyond a reasonable doubt that property is subject to forfeiture (Criminal forfeiture)
2) 	Civil forfeiture- much more common- these are not usually resolved by judges- state statutes set limits on the amount that can be taken in this manner
3) 	Government might also sell the property- but due to mitigating factors, return a portion of the proceeds to the defendant
I. 	State v. Wayne Richards
a) 	guy in car- 2 dolphine pills in his pocket:  driver had borrowed the car
b) 	Ct finds that the property of an innocent owner may be forfeited if the vehicle is used by another- unless the car is taken unlawfully from them.  
c) 	Ct finds that this clause does not violate the equal protection clause of the 14th Amendment, or a taking of eminent domain
d) 	Ct recognizes the drastic effect of such holding- but says drastic measures are needed to fight drugs- if protect the rights of innocent owners- all too convenient way to evade the law
e) 	Dissent:  too drastic- innocent owners loose too much, - also except bona fide innocent owners in other contexts- 
1)	Federal Statutes offer a defense to any owner that can show that the criminal acts occurred without the knowledge, consent or willful blindness of the owner.  Most state statutes offer similar defenses
2)	Also- consider the problem of a spouse who co-owns property with a spouse who subjected it to forfeiture.  There are statutes that protect spouses- also landlords- who can immediately evict tenants- so they don't loose their building
A.	Proof and Presumptions
1)	Department of Law Enforcement v. Real Property
a.	Guy is a drug trafficker- and the gov. seeks to seize a bunch of his property- the act enables the state to seize property which has been or is being used to commit one of the enumerated offenses- must initiate a proceeding w/in 90 days after the seizure- also allows for an innocent owner defense
b.	Conclude state must prove at trial- clear and convincing evidence that property used in commission of a crime
1)	More than 30 states- government must establish civil forfeiture by preponderance of the evidence.  Criminal forfeiture preponderance of the evidence- not beyond a reasonable doubt
2)	Improperly seized property may be forfeited if the government can find untainted evidence to carry its burden of persuasion.  
3)	Jury trials are required for civil asset forfeiture.  Federal courts also hold that the 7th Amendment applies here as well
4)	Presumptions:  There is a presumption of forfeitability of some property- large amounts of currency found near drugs- 
A.	Jacob's Policy Points
1)	What are the incentives for the prosecutors?  Bringing down the wealthy criminals
2)	What about cops?  Will it force them to wait ?  Until the deal goes down, and then they can go in for the bust?  If get drugs- all you do is burn them- want an active agency- but is money too much motivation?
3)	States can make decisions that these profits go to education:  Federal none of that- adopt a state forfeiture kick it back and the state doesn’t have to put it in the set fund
4)	Says the strongest case for forfeiture- dismantle and disable criminal organizations- freeze accounts, property- these groups are too powerful to bring down any other way- if take out individually, they just place another guy in his place
X.  Discovery
A.	Prosecution Disclosures
1)	If the prosecutor knows that their witnesses are perjuring themselves, must disclose this to the defendant and the court
2)	Brady v. Maryland- prosecutor must also turn over evidence favorable to the accused- if it is material either to the guilt or punishment
a. 	Brady does not require a showing of bad faith by the prosecutors
b. 	Requirement of our due process clause- fundamental fairness unfair to convict someone when w/holding evidence that the person might be innocent
c. 	Remedy is harsh- it is dismissal not a new trial
d. 	Jacobs- questions- who determines if the evidence is credible
1)	United States v. Agurs- expands Brady- obligation to disclose all material favorable to accused- even if defendant makes only a general request for exculpatory material
a.	evidence is material if it might have affected the outcome of the trial (if defense has specifically requested)  *if defense does not specifically request it- undisclosed evidence was material only if it created a reasonable doubt that did not otherwise exist
b.  some states do evaluate materiality this way- burden is on the defendant to prove materiality.  But, burden on prosecution to show that the error was harmless
1)	Destruction/Holding of Evidence- California v. Trombetta- gov. only has duty to preserve evidence that might be expected to play a significant role in the suspect's defense.  Arizona v. Youngblood- there is no denial of federal due process unless the defendant can show the destruction of evidence resulted from the bad faith of the police
a.  this is now incredibly important- esp. with rise in DNA evidence
2)	People v. Vilardi
a) 	People failed to disclose a report by its explosives experts- defendant had specifically requested it
b) 	Cites US v. Bagley- undisclosed evidence is material only if there is a reasonable probability that it would have altered the outcome of the trial- one standard regardless of if the defense asked for it or not - this is the Federal Standard
c) 	Decline to follow Bagley- not enough protection- follow Agurs- to measure materiality- reasonable possibility that the failure to disclose the exculpatory report contributed to the verdict - when there is  a specific request by the defense- grant the defendant a new trial
d) 	Concurrence-  disagrees with the dual standard of Agurs- says that it is either material- or not, who cares if defense asks for it- likes federal Bagley standard
	1) about 30 states give the defendant's this more favorable standard when the 	defense has specifically requested the information
6)  Strickler v. Greene- here- state withheld info that cast doubt on account of eyewitness- but due to other evidence, the court using Brady held that it did not have a reasonable probability of affecting the outcome
1)	What types of information should the defense have access to?
a) 	By NC statute- statements made by defendants, co-defendant statements, criminal record, crime scene photos, medical examinations, but says they can't have witness statements until they testify
b) 	NJ- more liberal- anything obtained from the defendant, confessions, statements, physical exams, records, info from people who have information, police reports
c) 	In all jurisdiction- statements from the defendant- ABA calls for it, as well as statement from co-defendants- although Rule 16 does not require the discovery of co-defendant's statements
d) 	Rule Crim Pro 16 (a)(1)- requires written summary of what expert witnesses will testify to- anything that they intend to use
1)  Also- must provide notice that they plan to use an alibi defense- why?  Administrative efficiency- avoid delay- if don't allow time to investigate it, (continuance) it totally undermines search for the truth
1) 	Supreme Court has held that turning over alibi and witness list is constitutional only if state has to give up the same
e. 	Rule 26.2- provides for the release at trial of any statements made by a witness- only count written statements that are signed by the witness
1)This is the area of greatest variation among the states- some require witness lists to be turned over, some say that the government must turn over prior record of any witnesses
2) 	A few jurisdictions have open file policies- must keep any written records about the case completely open to the defense attorney
a) 	concerns against open file policy:  witness intimidation, possibility of perjury.  What about only turning it over to attorney?
b) 	Mostly- what is required is that hand over existing documents- different from civil- which requires you to create or compile a bunch of information
1) 	criminal trials- you are up against the speedy trial right- don’t want to slow it down.  Civil- discovery takes a long time
2) 	Another difference- depositions just don't have big effect on criminal system
f. 	Remedies for discovery violations:  continuances, exclusion of evidence that should have been disclosed, dismissal, reverse conviction- if prejudice is shown
A.	Defense Disclosures
1)	Trend is toward broader rights for discovery on both sides
2)	Pennsylvania Rule of Criminal Procedure:  defendant has to file notice of alibi defense- where he claims to have been- same thing with insanity defense- then after 7 days, the commonwealth is required to list who they intend to call to disprove it
a.	William v. Florida- must disclose specialized defenses like alibi, insanity, self-defense- Sup Ct has upheld the constitutionality of these provisions
b.  some states give defendants the right to opt out of extensive discovery
1)	State ex rel. James Carkulis v. District Court
a) 	order requiring defendant to turn over his list of witnesses, experts, and a list of his exhibits for trial
b) 	defendant doesn't comply- say that they will not allow him to offer the evidence that he has not disclosed- defendant claims that this violates his rights against self- incrimination
c) 	Cite Siskora- say that witness list did not violate the right to remain silent- not required to give anything more than would voluntarily be giving at trial- not only that- enables the government to do its job better
d) 	Say- this is accelerated discovery- all ready have to provide witnesses who will help him with affirmative defenses- general defense witnesses- not self- incriminatory- he was going to reveal these people at trial anyway
e) 	With respect to production of witness statements-  some other states have refused to compel this, but this court again says it does not offend right to not incriminate- same is true for the discovery of expert witnesses
f) 	Also deny his due process arguments- saying that what is required there is reciprocity of what the government, versus what the defendant is required to turn over
g) 	Dissent:  rights are all designed to protect defendant , not make convictions easier- no duty of defendant to increase the efficiency of the system- shouldn't be forced to assist the government as it prosecutes you 
1)	Work- product- policy reasons for allowing that to be exempt from discovery- want attorneys to be able to write their own theories, impressions of case down
A.	Discovery Ethics
1)	Michael Hitch v. PIMA county superior court
a.	defense attorney gets a hold of watch that client had- belonged to the victim
b.	cites lots of precedent- including state v. olwell- states that the attorney should not be the depository for criminal evidence- should be turned over to the prosecution
1) 	easier when the item is contraband
2) 	Conflicting roles of the defense counsel- officer of the court- and zealous advocate
3) 	if the attorney believes that the evidence will not be destroyed- give it back0 say what the laws on concealment and destruction are
4) 	if believe that it might be destroyed- turn it over
c. 	It must be turned over, but to protect the best interests of the prosecution-  turn it over to state, but the prosecutor may not mention in front of the jury that the evidence came from the jury
d. 	Dissent:  thinks defense is fundamental component of political liberty.  Shouldn't ever help the prosecution prove its case- but stresses counsel shouldn't lie, tamper with evidence, or promote such acts
1) 	Thinks under no duty to take inculpatory evidence from client- don't take it if they give it to you
2) 	if lawyer receives incriminating testimony- self-incrimination clause and attorney client       protection say that you don't have to turn it over
3) 	Rule 3.4 of the Model Rules of Professional Conduct- shall not unlawfully obstruct another party's access to evidence
4) 	Most courts hold that attorney who takes possession of contraband must give the evidence over, can only return it to original location if to do so would not create risk that it will be altered or concealed
5) 	ABA takes a middle route- Jacobs says he would switch sides- witness for prosecution
6) 	Supplement indicates that violations of the discovery law by prosecutors occur regularly.  Offices should have means to train their young attorneys and also have sanctions for wrongdoers
   D.  Jacobs Points
1)	European Procedure:  police do a much more neutral investigation- not like here where we have linked them to prosecution.  Also have a neutral investigatory magistrate
2)	Should civil and criminal discovery be as different as they are?
a) 	Want criminal to be sharing- prosecutor is not just another litigant, the way it is for civil
1)	Discovery undermines the adversary system- more you have, the more it looks like the search for truth
4) 	If you return evidence to client, you are not furthering the truth
a) 	As long as jury not apprised of how got evidence, you don’t have to withdraw
b) 	English system avoids this- barrister not involved in this
XI. 	Speedy Trial
A. 	Pre-Accusation Delay- not covered by right to speedy trial- covered by due process and s.o.l.
1)  6th Amendment- part of 14th- applies to states
1. 	Reasons to delay- DA if guy is in jail- don’t want to risk acquittal- if guy out- the  may like it that way and want to delay
2. 	NY procedure law- 30.10- a prosecution for a class A felony may be commenced at any time- gives a five year limit for other felonies, special provisions for when children are victims of sexual assaults, and fiduciary cases
a. 	details when the “clock” stops- when defendant was unknown, or continuously outside the state,
b. 	Jacobs- most states have statutes like this- idea behind s.o.l. is that evidence goes stale
3. 	State v. Shane Trompeter
a. 	State waits almost three years to file- waiting until his 18th birthday
b. 	DA states he didn’t charge at time because thought  was going into treatment 
c. 	Ct states you have no right to be immediately arrested and charged- but if government waits merely to get a tactical advantage- ’s due process rights are implicated
1) 	 must show that the delay was unreasonable and that his defense was prejudiced (US v. Marion)
2) 	when is delay unreasonable?  When determining this- consider the doubt that the accused is guilty, the extent of harm caused, improper motives of complainant, cooperating with the accused to get to others.  Can’t just delay to hold it over ’s head
3) 	He was prejudiced by the delay- it was calculated so he could be tried as an adult- so he has established both elements
4) 	Jacobs asks- was prosecutors motive improper?  Says looks like taking tactical advantage here- get an extra sentence- maybe could have joined 2 charges- harder on  but avoids consecutive punishments
4. 	Some states require the defendant to prove both elements others give the defendant the burden of proving prejudice and then shift the burden to the state to prove the reason for the delay
5. 	Statute of limitations govern this pre-accusatorial delay- provide the primary guarantee against bringing overly stale charges
B. 	Speedy Trial After Accusation- When the 6th Amendment Right Attaches (speedy trial only kicks in when charges are brought)
1. 	Federal Speedy Trial Act- government must process all criminal trials within 70 days of the indictment or information
2. 	Child Victim- Problem 6-4
a. 	10 years later- charges are brought
b. 	lots of abuse by young girls- on ’s side- feel like he is being ganged up on
c. 	maybe we do this because no one believes young children, now they are more empowered, this person shouldn’t go free
d. 	here- state has prior evidence- they have done the investigations before- whereas the defendant’s whole defense- alibi- is gone
e. 	should let others also say it happened to them?  this makes it harder on defendant
1. 	State v. David Magnusen
a. 	 accused of rape- test results take four months, DA waits 7 weeks to indict- in total 449 days elapsed before his hearing
b. 	Barker v. Wingo test- if deciding if speedy trial rights violated- look to length of delay, reason for delay, has  asserted his right and whether he was prejudiced by the delay
c. 	Smith v. State- over 8 months is presumptively prejudicial- usually sufficient to obtain a full review of the four barker factors
d. 	Ct says this length of delay- not excessive, reasons were congestion of trial docket, evidence delay- these are neutral reasons weighed less heavily against the defendant
1) 	also weigh part of the delay against the defendant- wants new counsel, wants a hearing etc. (cut time into subunits- then say- who is to blame for this portion of the delay?)
e. 	defendant has asserted his right- again cites that the state was ready for trial like 4 times
f. 	for prejudice- no proof that his family life was disturbed that he was extraordinarily upset- also, no allegation that the defense was impaired, through loss of witness, etc.
1) 	Barker references three times of pre-trial prejudice- oppressive pretrial incarceration, anxiety of the accused and possibility that the defense will be impaired(the third is the most serious)
a. 	dissent- takes issue with docket crowding being ok weighing less heavily on state
3. 	Most states follow Barker- valid reason for delay like missing witness justifies delay- while purposely trying to hamper the defense will weigh heavily against the defendant
4. 	Dismissal of charges with prejudice is the only proper remedy for a violation of the 6th Amendment Speedy Trial Right (Strunk v. United States)
C. 	State v. Gordon Emery
1) 	 is awful- illegally possessed an elk- claims that his speedy trial right was violated- his, not the elks
2) 	under an Oregon Constitution- stating that if the trial is not brought within a reasonable time- charges should be dismissed- gives 30 days to file indictment- dismissed unless DA can show good cause
3) 	cite Barker- and that the remedy for speedy trial violation is dismissal with bar to prosecution
4) 	yet- this court states that the statute does not require the defendant to make a showing of prejudice- say that the two year delay in bringing this case to trial was not reasonable
a. 	Most of the delay was the prosecution’s fault
b. 	Under Oregon’s constitution- do seem to do a Barker analysis-  says length of delay was long, but that it doesn’t appear to be any misconduct on the part of the prosecution, prejudice insignificant- even though  a witness died, that wasn’t enough
c. 	Jacobs says- constitutional rights- not violated- statutory right- was violated- so dismissed without prejudice- which means it can be brought again
D. 	Federal Statutes 18 U.S.C. 3161/3162
1) 	creates set number of days- 70 in which a case is supposed to be brought to trial- details days that are not counted:  time for defendant’s proceedings, deals with government, absence of essential witnesses- may also grant a continuance at defendant’s request
a) 	considers factors such as : complexity of case, to deny would mean defendant would be without counsel
2) 	3162- provides for the dismissal if the above is not complied with- factors for determining if it should be dismissed with or without prejudice- severity of offense, facts and circumstances of the case, impact of a reprosecution on administration of justice
3) 	Federal statute’s time limit is one of the shorter periods- some state statues allow longer than 6 months- an arrest starts a time period- have 30 days to indict- 70 days until trial after indictment 
a) 	some state statutes set a minimum- give time for defendant’s to prepare for trial
 1)  may need more time esp. if want discovery
E. 	Jacob’s Thoughts on Speedy Trial
1) 	in reality many ’s don’t press for speedy trial- not clear that they want this right
a) 	witnesses may get worn down- esp. true if the defendant is free, going about his life, hope witness will die, it will all go away
b) 	but- they might like a sense of repose/finality- which is why we have s.o.l.
c) 	state and courts that want to move it along- want efficiency- move the cases.  Also- want sharp recollection from witnesses
1) 	they are judged on how many cases they move
2) 	also- like continuity in the staff- which is subject to great turnover
3) 	maybe they like delay though- evidence gets stronger over time- wear down - to take a plea
a) 	is there a public interest in speedy trial? Yes- if you say we have an interest in stopping ongoing crime of professional criminals
b) 	 victims have strong interest in speedy trial- want closure- may be scared if person is out on bail
2) 	Idea of balance between jail budget and state prison budget- prison to crowded, left them in jail
3) 	What are implications for appeals?
4) 	Questions if monetary damages are the answer if denied a speedy trial
a) 	dismiss w/o prejudice- not a remedy-they just bring the case again
b) 	dismiss w/prejudice- only real remedy
XII. 	Plea Bargaining
A. 	Pleas and Bargains
1) 	nine out of 10 felony defendants resolve their cases through pleas.  Jacobs says that 99% of all misdemeanors are resolved this way
2) 	Judges tend to impose less severe sentences for offenders who plead guilty
 a.  How much of a discount is there?  Estimates are that it is between 30-40%
B. 	Federal Rule of Crim. Pro- 11 (a)(e)
1) 	states that a defendant may plead guilty or not guilty, or a conditional plea
a.  Conditional plea-  plead guilty and reserve the right to appeal on some pretrial issue
2) 	in negotiating- attorney for government might agree to dismiss other charges, recommend a sentence or agree to a sentence
a. 	Charge bargaining- agree to reduce charges or drop some charges all together
b. 	Sentence bargain- make agreement not to oppose a certain sentence??
c. 	Jacobs- set sentence bargain- can’t do this in Federal Court- can only make a recommendation- can’t make any guarantees
C. 	Ex parte Hon. Orson Johnson
1) 	DA offers recommended sentence of 2 years for guilty plea
2) 	Boykin v. Alabama/ US v. Boykin- hearing to make sure that the defendant’s plea is knowing and voluntary
3) 	DA forgot about sentence enhancements- wants out of the deal
4) 	Idea is that once the defendant takes the deal- it is relied on, binding and enforceable
a) 	plea agreements resemble formal contracts
b) 	Santobello v. New York- Sup Ct recognizes the enforceability of a negotiated plea
c) 	Marby case- plea is not binding until it is accepted by the court- up until that point, it can be withdrawn
D. 	People v. Alan Seaberg
1) 	Can  waive right to appeal as part of plea bargain?
2) 	Ct says yes this is ok- if had to have full trials in every case- the system would collapse
a) 	also avoid uncertainty of trial
b) 	give up lots of rights if you plea- also, we recognize the waiver of right to jury and self-incrimination
c) 	Also- we like the finality of the deal
3) 	Ct also states that the trial judge is still there to check the fairness of the deal
a)  we should care about unfairness
4) 	Most state and federal courts say it is ok to waive right to appeal as part of plea agreement:  as long as still may have some ground to appeal- like the voluntariness of the agreement
a) 	most courts say that it is not ok to waive constitutional speedy trial rights- can’t waive the courts right to jurisdiction- like competency to stand trial, legality, etc. can’t waive right to jurisdiction- no jurisdiction- they just can’t hear the case
E. 	Legislative Effect on Plea Bargaining
1) 	Many states have at least some statutes that specify mandatory minimum penalties for certain crimes
a) 	ex:  California law- flat out prohibits bargaining in serious offenses- such as rape and sodomy
b) 	think- who will enforce this?  Not the judge- he wants docket cleared- if both parties are happy, why destroy the deal?
1) 	Jacobs- what’s going on here?  Idea that DA’s are weak on crime
2) 	Can you get around it?  Evidence is insufficient to prove top charge- had to go lower charge
3) 	Doesn’t stop the bargaining- just earlier in the system
b) 	New York statute- says if charged with A-1 felony can’t be dropped below an A-2 felony- defines the max reduction in charges and authorized sentence that the prosecutor may offer
1) 	this is motivated by lessening the pressure on the defendant- will the defendants be less willing to take the deal?
2) 	Why do DA’s reduce charges?  Look at nature of offense, age and criminal history of the defendant, evidence, hardship on defendant, etc.
3) 	Supp 191-195??  Important?
F. 	Jacob’s Thoughts for the Day
1) 	This is non-adversarial
2) 	Argument against bargaining- you are buying out people’s rights- like you are threatening those who chose to exercise their rights with a greater sentence
3) 	Strongest defense of dealing- efficiency- this is very attractive argument- jury trials are so damn slow
a)  Also- allows them to get smaller criminals to testify against the big dogs
4) 	These are more sketchy then in civil cases- civil- the parties are on equal footing
a) 	Also- criminal justice system- should be to find the truth- civil, it’s about money
5) 	Questions the idea- people should be punished for what they actually did
G. 	Raymond Espinoza v. Hon. Gregory Martin
1) 	One group of judges said- we are no longer accepting any stipulated sentences- sentencing is a judicial function- not subject to whim of the parties
2) 	CT looks to a procedural rule that states that the state and the defendant may reach an agreement on any aspect of the disposition of the case- including sentence to be imposed
a) 	However- trial courts have considerable discretion in rejecting or accepting negotiated deals
1) 	Jacobs- if parties are happy- then why allow judge to review? Is it to watch out for public interest- or is it to guard against incompetent defense
a) 	but- says that groups of judges can not just automatically reject plea agreements without considering whether the stipulated sentence is appropriate
b) 	dissent- thinks that judges can summarily reject those containing stipulated sentences- sentencing should be a judicial function.
1) 	additional dissent- 
2) 	Statutes and rules give judges the opportunity to approve or disapprove plea agreements
a) 	Almost all appellate courts allow trial courts to reject guilty pleas without any serious review of the judge’s reasons for refusing
3) 	Stipulated sentences are far less common in practice than charge bargains or non-binding sentencing recommendations
4) 	Most courts have given the prosecutor the power to block a guilty plea if the judge plans to dismiss charges or impose a sentence below what the plea agreement specifies
H. 	Guidelines for Prosecutors
1) 	Can have supervisory review for possible plea bargains- written policies for the office
2) 	U.S. Department of Justice Principles of Federal Prosecution
a) 	gives factors to determine if should make a deal:  such as defendant’s history, willingness to cooperate, defendant’s remorse, likelihood of obtaining a conviction at trial, public interest in the trial
b) 	states that the defendant should be required to plead to charges that bear a reasonable relationship to the nature of his conduct- so that he gets an appropriate sentence- should also be a factual basis for the charge to which a guilty plea is entered
c) 	Jacobs likes this- he wants to refine guidelines- wants consistency
3) 	Moving into sentencing:  and as it pertains to plea bargaining
a) 	U.S. Sentencing Guidelines give the court the authority to accept an agreement if the remaining charges reflect the seriousness of the actual offense behavior- also the sentence must fall w/in the guidelines or depart from the range for justifiable reasons
b) 	Prosecutors’ handbook on sentencing guidelines:
1) 	states that prosecutors should not just take a lower than guideline sentence- just because the guy pleads- must have a mitigating circumstance to do so:  cooperation, 
2) 	charge bargains should adequately reflect the severity of the crime 
3) 	reaffirms that prosecutor is in the best place to make judgments about which charges will result in a conviction
c. 	Federal Prosecutors:  same ideas as above- don’t bargain away charges without doubt as to the ability to prove the charge for legal/evidentiary reasons
1) 	can drop charges if office is overburdened and case would be time consuming to try
2) 	again- only stipulate to facts that accurately represent the defendant’s conduct
3) 	put agreement in writing
d. 	Janet Reno’s memo on plea decisions:  should adhere to sentencing guidelines/proportional to conduct, etc.
1) 	Studies show that prosecutors manipulate guidelines in 20-35% of all cases
2) 	Orrin Hatch- thinks that prosecutors must charge the most serious readily provable offense or offenses consistent with ’s conduct
3) 	federal system the guidelines are written- does this impact have ill effects on deterrence?  Prove to be too inflexible?
4) 	commentary to supplement makes it sound like they can accept any deal that they think is appropriate
e. 	State v. Reynaldo Lagares
1) 	statute that allows for an imposition of an extended term for defendants who have previously been convicted of similar drug crimes- prosecutors have all the discretion
2) 	  claims that this is separation of powers violation
3) 	says judges still have the power to review decisions to determine if DA abused discretion
4) 	This statute gives sentencing judge no discretion to reject the enhanced sentence- can be very arbitrary
5) 	Say it is constitutional so long as there are guidelines put in place to limit the prosecutors’ power- wants Attorney General to draft such guidelines
a)  to increase uniformity- but will they actually do anything?
6) 	What happens about negotiations that take place before the prosecutor even brings the charges?
a) 	might be some offenses for which a DA is powerless to drop charges- rape, robbery, etc.
7) 	we want people to see policy- set procedure in office- say- always bring charges- if decide not to, have to get approval- developing a common law w/in office (Jacobs)
4. 	Victim Consultation
a) 	in the last 20 or so years- there has been more of a push for victims to be notified about possible plea agreements in their cases
b) 	State v. McDonnell
1) 	- who had escaped from prison- stabs and kills woman
2) 	death penalty case- defense are seeking life in prison- DA meets with families- parents of victim reject offer
3) 	Ct says that there were other factors and that even without the family input- wouldn’t have offered him life- this was standard office policy not to plea in these cases, 
c) 	only a small number of statutes require the prosecution to consult with the victim before recommending a plea agreement- make a statement to the court during the plea hearing
d) 	wide variation in states- whether or not the victim will learn about sentencing and parole hearings
e) 	our system- the victim is just like any other witness- victim’s movement is reacting to this
I. 	When are bargains invalid?
1) 	Lack of Knowledge:   must know about nature of charges and consequences of waiving his right to trial
a) 	Not enough for defense attorney to merely explain all of this to - if allow this, you are opening up the door for a ton of ineffective assistance of counsel claims
b) 	trial judge has the responsibility of ensuring knowledge- see Boykin v. Alabama above
c) 	must do a full inquiry to make sure that plea is knowing, and voluntary and that there is a factual basis for the plea
d) 	these requirements are found in rule 11 d, f
e) 	Federal Rule of Criminal Procedure- 11c- states that before a plea can be accepted, court must address the defendant in open court and determine that the defendant understands the nature of the charges against him, max penalty possible any mandatory sentences, might have to make restitution, right to be represented, has the right to plea not guilty, that he is giving up right to trial- cross examine witnesses
1) 	important to get this all on the record to prove that the plea is knowing, voluntary and that there is a factual basis for the plea
c) 	State v. Donald Ross-
1) 	 says that his plea was involuntary- he was never informed of mandatory 12-month community placement that follows prison sentence
2) 	 need not be aware of all consequences of plea- but only those which are direct consequences- say that this community placement is a direct consequence
a. 	direct- definite, immediate, and largely automatic effect on the range of defendant’s punishment:  includes things like the max sentence, sentence info, restitution required
b. 	collateral- deportation consequences, sex offenders registration
c. 	 knew only about max sentence- that is not enough- he did not agree to the plea state now wants to enforce
d. 	should have been told before plea- is this punishing the prosecutor?
3) 	How do you determine voluntariness?  Do you ask for a narrative?  Or do you ask closed questions, which are much more efficient- check off the buzz words and move on- will this make you miss something if the  just rambles
d) 	State v. John La Forest
1) 	State w/drew offer to defendant after received rape kit analysis- state may withdraw plea offer at any time before the defendant accepts the offer
2) 	Here- the state had said- if you pursue discovery- the deal is off- Ct says this is not a due process violation- can still do discovery- no right to obtain a deal from government
a) 	some states have concluded that these types of bargains violate due process
3) 	Why did prosecutor do this?  To protect the victim from answering questions.  Jacobs points out that in some states there is a strong deposition right, so questioning the victim will be possible
a) 	Is it prosecutors job to care about victim’s psyche?  Remember they have no client- it is the state- not a social worker
b) 	Henderson v. Morgan- judge did not explain a critical element of the crime- conviction was overturned
c) 	If a lawyer gave inadequate representation that caused a defendant to enter a guilty plea- the defendant may later withdraw the plea
d) 	Boykin v. Alabama- the defendant must know that he is waiving his privilege against self- incrimination, right to jury trial and also his right to confront adverse witnesses
   1)  as a result- trial courts engage in lengthy plea colloquies
2) 	Federal Rule 11(h) allows a plea to be upheld if the violation of the rule’s requirements was harmless error
J. 	Involuntary Pleas
1) 	Federal Rule of Crim. Pro- 11(d), (f)- the court cant’ accept a guilty plea until they have addressed the defendant first in open court determining that the plea is voluntary- not result of force and that there is a factual basis for the plea- must also be knowing
2) 	North Carolina v. Alford
a) 	strong case against the defendant- he gets on the stand and says- I didn’t do it, but I am pleading guilty so I don’t get the death penalty
b) 	here- they say- had officers against - ’s denial- it was like the judge just convicted and sentenced him
c) 	already been federal decisions stating that can sentence based on a no lo contendre plea- Hudson v. United States  
1) 	no lo contendre- the  has not admitted his guilt 
2) 	This was a strong case against -  trial judge did not err in accepting plea
3) 	A substantial number of states follow supreme court- and allow defendant to plead guilty despite claims of innocence:  Many individual judges, however do refuse to accept Alford pleas
4) 	Cooperation Deals- in general:  favor worse criminals- incentive for perjury- what happens is that  makes a proffer and then a deal is made
5) 	Under Rule 11, judge doesn’t have to take the plea, but can if there is a factual basis
6) 	People v. Joan Fiumefreddo
a) 	 claims coercion- she and her father killed her husband- the offer to her father was conditioned on her accepting a deal
b) 	reject defendant’s argument that connected pleas are inherently coercive
c) 	say as long as it is voluntarily, knowingly and intelligently made, the fact that it is linked to a third person does not make the plea illegal:  find that this plea was knowing and intelligently entered- ct did a sufficient inquiry 
d) 	found that an 18- life bargain would have been entirely fair- even if it wasn’t a connected plea- not like she would have gotten a better deal
5) 	Can civil consequence of plea make it coercive?  Ct has said that giving up parental rights in a sex abuse of child case was not a coercive part of a plea
6) 	State v. Marilyn Wakefield
a) 	 pleaded guilty- court said, we will sentence you within the standard range- also said, I wont’ send you to a mental institution
b) 	she is sentenced well outside the range- victim was vulnerable
c) 	issue:  did the judge’s participation affect the voluntariness of the plea?  Acknowledge that a judge saying, I will sentence you to the minimum could easily sway a defendant to plead guilty- so  may withdraw plea 
7) 	Level of judicial involvement has been dictated through statutes, rules of procedure, etc.- more than half tell the judge not to participate in plea discussions
a) 	judges do participate in these negotiations- about a third of judges in felony and misdemeanor cases attend plea negotiations
b) 	while judges may influence the defendant too much- others may feel that judges might ensure fairness- can’t misrepresent local sentencing practices or proposing unreasonable outcomes
J. 	Breaking the Bargain
1) 	Mabry v. Johnson- plea is not binding until it is entered and accepted by a court- so, DA can w/draw until the deal is approved by the court
2) 	State v. Alan Rivest
a) 	 admits participation in robbery, denies involvement in stabbing
b) 	new evidence comes up, seems to implicate the - but plea has all ready been made
c) 	CT states that there is a procedure for vacating plea agreements- Gable v. State- says that must have an evidentiary hearing to determine whether the defendant actually breached the agreement and if it was material enough to release the DA from the deal
d) 	here, had  a hearing- say that it may only be vacated when there is a material and substantial breach of the plea agreement- this burden of proof is placed on the one seeking to vacate the deal
e) 	there was also a staff change mid case- seems second DA said- no way to this deal!
f) 	ct says that the trial judge found that the guy had lied in his testimony- couldn’t explain his lies and that one of the conditions was that he would testify truthfully at all other proceedings - it was correct in vacating the deal
g) 	dissent- doesn’t feel the  committed perjury, say could have stepped on victims’ head in rush to get out the door
1) 	DA has evidence before he took deal- should make sure it buys the guys story before the deal is made
2) 	Remedies for breaking bargains
a) 	rescission or specific enforcement of original bargain are typical remedies
b) 	State v. Anthony Parker
1) 	robbery and murder- apparently a deal- serves a federal sentence, and then state one- supposed to run concurrently
2) 	he gets out of federal prison- sent to Maryland prison for balance of sentence
3) 	told he would serve sentence in federal prison- that was a material element of the deal
4) 	can’t enforce deal- court didn’t have power to guarantee he’d serve it all in federal prison
5) 	rescission- not returning to original position- they guy has all ready testified, and served 11 years- so- say, he has choice- either go to state prison, or rescind his plea- and then state is free to try him on original charges
K. 	The Future of Bargaining
1) 	Alschuler:  Alternatives to the Plea Bargaining System
a) 	leads lawyers to disregard interest- serious financial temptations for them to plea cases
b) 	inconsistent with criminal justice principles- want to hear what an accused person says in their defense
c) 	thinks it is wrong to punish someone for asking for a trial
2) 	Easterbrook
a) 	defendant’s sell rights to receive concessions from the prosecutors
b) 	prefer a certain but small punishment rather than a large uncertain one
c) 	DA’s buy time- so get more criminals- should there be a discount for not exercising trial right?
3) 	Commonwealth v. John Battis????
4) 	George Edwards v. People
a) 	idea that before any one shall plead guilty to an information- the trial judge shall investigate that plea was made freely and voluntarily
b) 	vacate the plea if doubt the truth- it is against public policy to put someone in jail if they are not guilty
  5)  Alaska’s ban on bargaining
a) 	ban on charge and sentence bargaining in effect for 15 years
b) 	done to increase the number of trials and the skills of prosecutorial staff
c) 	really, there was not that big of backlog- started investigating charges a bit more
d) 	still discretion from the original DA’s- charge bargaining still going on
6) 	United States v. Sonya Singleton
a) 	 convicted of money laundering, and conspiring to distribute cocaine
b) 	co- conspirator agreed to testify against her- if he gets a deal
c) 	statute- which says you can not give or promise anything of value to any person for their testimony- Ct says this does not apply to United States
d) 	This is long standing practice to offer deals for accomplice’s testimony, if Congress had meant to outlaw plea bargaining with this with statute- would have done so specifically
e) 	concurring opinion- thinks that this interpretation is consistent with sentencing statutes that grant leniency for cooperators.  Thinks it does apply to government- limits what they can offer a defendant
f) 	dissent:  thinks it does apply to government- it is a way to aid in the search for truth- eliminate the incentive for false testimony if you don’t offer leniency
  1)  Jacobs also acknowledges the incentive to lie in this system- this is disturbing
K. 	Jacob’s Last Thoughts on Plea Bargaining
1) 	’s lawyers role in plea bargaining
a) 	’s lawyer must lay out all offers- Jacobs says- avoid your own ideology, look out for your client’s best interest
b) 	should the lawyer be convincing the guy to take the deal?  Remember the conflict of interest- legal aid- your job is to move the cases- same with regular lawyer- weak case, going to trial- waste- again, this tension between personal and professional interests
c) 	Boria case- 20-life for drugs,  makes an ineffective assistance claim- not recommended to take the 1-3 year plea- counsel says- I told him, he said he was innocent, we went to trial and lost- 6th Amendment right to get that advice- establishes this as a remedy here- get time served
1) 	conviction reversed on appeal- Jacobs says shocked- ct says that lawyer must give recommendation here
2) 	Model Rules 7.7.- must advise if plea appears to be desirable
3) 	Jacobs again, likes a more active judge
d) 	DeFrisco case- said judge will go easy- client pleads- gets the death penalty- that’s not ineffective counsel
XIII. 	Jury Trial
A. 	Judge or Jury
1) 	6th Amendment provides for the right to a jury- incorporated by the due process clause to the states:  (Duncan v. Louisiana)
2) 	This right is not available for all crimes- federal right only available if punishable by prison term for more than 6 months
a) 	US v. Nachtigal- reiterated that if punishment is less than 6 months the offense is presumptively petty- no right to jury trial
b) 	NY v. Baldwin- says that the right is only available for serious offense- which is defined as greater than 6 months in
c) 	Blanton- looked to the max. authorized period of incarceration- if greater than 6 months- get a jury
d) 	we also don’t have them for juvenile justice cases:  is it because the goal is different? 
3) 	State v. Kent Bowers
a) 	abortion protesters - arrested, want jury trials- judge says you are not getting any jail time
b) 	convicted, get fines and sentences- including a suspended sentence- 7-14 days- can’t commit another crime for a year
c) 	say it was wrong for the suspended sentence to be imposed- but if only probation remains- then there is no 6th Amendment violation- ’s freedom never at issue
d) 	concurrence/dissent:   believes that the mandatory penalty is what is evaluated to determine if right to jury trial
1) 	believes that probation should have counted- it was for a year- that involves ’s freedom
2) 	Most state courts have said that the right to a jury trial is for serious offenses, not petty offenses
a) 	federal look to length of imprisonment- it is set at 6 months to trigger the right.  Most states find that some shorter period of potential or actual imprisonment is enough to trigger the right
b) 	This extension of the right to a jury may be found in statutes
c) 	most will allow a non-jury trial if the judge says if convicted I will sentence you below the tipping level
4) 	Lewis v. United States- held that  who is prosecuted for multiple petty offenses does not have a 6th Amendment right to jury trial
B. 	Essential Nature of a Jury
    0)  Williams v. Florida:  US constitution does not require states to have 12 person jury
1) 	State v. Bruce Hamm
a) 	does the Minnesota Constitution guarantee right to jury trial with 12 jurors?
b) 	had a statute which allowed for misdemeanor trials by 6 jurors
c) 	looked to precedent- stated that at common law it had to be 12 members, unanimity required- struck the statute as unconstitutional
d) 	dissent:  no magic to the number 12- always had statutes setting the jury size
2) 	For felonies- most state continue to require 12 member jury- handful allow it to be tried by 6-8 members- despite the Supreme Court’s green light
a) 	states generally reject any number less than 6 for all criminal cases:  Balou v. Georgia- found that less than 6- it wasn’t group consensus
b) 	most states allow s to waive the right to 12- be tried by lesser number
c) 	is a smaller jury less precise?  Less group deliberative?  Or is 12 just number- picked for religious significance, etc.
3) 	Supreme Court has said that state can experiment with numbers other than 12- cts have said that the minimum is 6
C. 	Waiving the Jury Trial
  0)  15% of federal trials have judge not jury- judges higher conviction rate for misdemeanors
1) 	State v. Dunne
a) 	 kills a man- insanity defense would involve abnormal homosexual fantasies- wants a non-jury trial- court denies request,  is convicted
b) 	thinks jury would be prejudiced against him with this type of defense, court would be less biased
c) 	state rule mandates that s get courts approval before waive right to jury trial- says that the greater the gravity of offense- the greater burden on  to show why there shouldn’t be a jury trial
d) 	idea that juries function to keep us confident in the system- way prefer to dispose of issues of facts:  no correlative right to ask for a judge
e) 	dissent:  says that the right to jury trial is to protect the accused, he may forgo at his election- thinks that burden should be on prosecutor- to say why oppose the waiver
f) 	’s want jury trials do to the wide prejudice against him- maybe the judge will be less affected by it- more professional
1) 	Jacobs says- rarely encountered judge says no to a request for bench trial- although there is not federal constitutional right to a bench trial
2) 	about 10 states have right to bench trial
3) 	All states give  the right to waive jury trial- except NC.  More than 30 states allow the judge to deny the ’s request for a bench trial/ about half allow the prosecutor to block the motion for a bench trial
a) 	typically- can’t waive the right in a capital offense case
b) 	most rules require that the ’s waiver be in writing- or in open court
C. 	Selecting the Jury
1) 	venire- the potential pool of jurors
a) 	Strauder v. West Virginia- upheld an equal protection challenge to the exclusion of blacks from juries
2) 	voir dire- random group from venire called to the courthouse and then the judge and lawyers determine which ones will serve on the jury
a) 	go through lots of people- this might be difficult- lots of prejudice, not intelligent enough
b) 	this is the mechanism or tool allows us to seat a fair and impartial jury:  also, want someone sympathetic to your side
3) 	Federal Court- lawyers submit questions to judge- judge asks them
a) 	lawyers want to be the one to ask the questions- they want to start trying their case in voir dire- get the jury on their side
1) 	Andrew Hill v. State
a) 	 requests specific questioning about racial bias on voir dire- court refuses- but does ask if there was anything that would keep him from giving a fair and impartial verdict
b) 	want voir dire to eliminate those jurors who are biased
c) 	say here- it is a black man on trial he was entitled to have questions proposed to the venire concerning racial prejudice
d) 	cite Bowie v. State- where the victims and the  are of different races and the case involves violent victimization- inquiry into juror racial bias is required
e) 	found that the refusal to ask those questions in this case was reversible error
4) 	Commonwealth v. Brain Glaspy
a) 	’s were black- accused of rape- victim was white
b) 	again- held that individual jurors should have been questioned- couldn’t be sure that they were free from bias:  here- in fact, one juror did say- yes I am biased- this made it a live issue- and once it was a live issue then everyone should have been questioned
c) 	concurrence- says that in any sexual misconduct case- where the race of victim and defendant differ- should be this individualistic voir dire on prejudice
d) 	dissent- group voir dire is sufficient to unveil prejudice- because one juror came forward and said, yes, I am racist- that showed it worked.  2nd dissent says that mere different races does not create racial sensitivity
5) 	State v. Charles Cason
a) 	 killed a black woman- he had made some racist remarks- killed that nigger bitch- defense wants individualized voir dire on prejudice:  Ct found that the statement alone was not enough to inject race into the trial
b) 	say that this type of specialized voir dire only exists in cases where there are special circumstances- this does not exist just because defendant and victim are of different races
c) 	this case was not like the case in which a civil rights activist was framed, or race was motive for the crime
d) 	don’t believe that it was reasonable possibility that racial prejudice would affect jury- not individual voir dire required:  general voir dire was sufficient
6) 	*Federal Constitution requires the judge to ask specific voir dire questions only when special circumstances create a reasonable possibility that the jury will be influenced by racial prejudice:  Supreme Court case- Ristaino v. Ross
a) 	Virtually all state courts agree- this is more than the fact that the  and victim are of different races:  some feel violent crime is enough- other want more specific finding
b) 	rape cases lend themselves to these kinds of questions
7) 	Jury investigations are done if there is money to be spent- or jury consultants- look for your arrest record, etc.
D. 	Dismissal for Cause
1) 	Texas Code of Criminal Procedure:  if he can’t vote, or is a felon, insane, can’t hear, or if he is a witness, or is prejudiced against the , he can’t read of write- reasons to object to juror for cause
a) 	state can make challenge if juror can’t impose death penalty, related to , bias against law, etc.
2) 	State v. Bobby Ray Hightower
a) 	here, the ’s counsel is saying the  may not take the stand- asks if this will affect ability to give guy a fair trial
b) 	juror says he can be fair- follow the law- try to discount that  doesn’t testify- etc.
c) 	ct says that the juror should have been dismissed for cause- may have trouble being fair
d) 	dissent:  says trial judge is best able to evaluate the prospective jurors ability to be fair and impartial- he observed the demeanor of the juror, heard his answers and questions- he also stated that he could follow the law, over and over
3) 	Judge must confirm that jurors meet literacy and residency requirements- evaluate bias, prior experience of jurors or if juror has prior knowledge of the case
4) 	also dismissed for financial hardship, death penalty imposition problems
5) 	judge may also recuse herself if impartiality is questioned- family relationship, with party or attorney, personal bias against defendant- pecuniary interest in case
E. 	Jacob’s views
1) 	Juries are not professionals- invitation for inaccuracy?
a) 	arg for- citizens between government and jail
b) 	argument against- more easily swayed and prone to bias- also, too uncertain, too expensive, take too long (remember these are reasons why plea bargains are so popular):  not like judges aren’t prone to bias as well
1) 	whole idea of lawyers dressing and acting for their jurors
2) 	why we have evidentiary rules- set up to protect what juries hear- get stilted view of evidence
3) 	is it better to have juries with preconceived information, or come in not knowing anything but what they hear in court?
4) 	Entitled to jury trial on every material element of offense- we don’t allow irrebutable presumptions
5) 	Isn’t a cross section of the community desirable?
6) 	How do you smoke out prejudice?  Are you prejudiced against black people?
a) 	clearly, it should be in cases other than merely cross raced defendants and victims- why not just ask anytime there is  a black ?
b) 	what if person is not aware of prejudice?  Even if prejudiced, can a person render a fair verdict?
c) 	what about minorities? Can you ask if they are prejudiced against whites?
7) 	GA statute:  that says jury is the judge of the law and facts- does this encourage nullification?
8) 	Do having fewer jurors per case increase the number of trials that could be had?
XIV. 	Examining Peremptory Challenges:  strike a juror without any reason at all
n	can range from 2-20 or more- procedures vary from state to state- whether attorneys must alternate, or if done in front of jurors, some states the  has more
n	to preserve a challenge on appeal- must exhaust all peremptory challenges
n	purpose- to serve a margin of error to protect against errors on excuse by cause- gives parties a way to participate in selection of the jury that will try their case
a) 	Jacobs says that the safety net argument is the strongest one for peremptory challenges- for challenges for cause- also, the advocates get more say in the process
b) 	Argument against- allowing lawyers to exercise their own prejudices- do they allow lawyers to prod too deeply into jurors lives?
0) 	Strauder and Swain- only if engage in pattern of strikes over several cases will challenge be allowed
A. 	Batson v. Kentucky
1) 	prosecutor uses his peremptory challenges to strike all four black persons on the venire-  claims this violated his right to equal protection under the law
2) 	cites Swain v. Alabama- again- states that deliberate denial of blacks as jurors violates the Equal Protection Clause
3) 	equal protection clause guarantees that state will not exclude members of his race from the jury on account of race- peremptory challenges may not be made solely on basis of race or on the assumption that black jurors can’t be fair against black s.
a) 	Jacobs says that this applies equally to defendants- can’t use peremptory challenges discriminatorily either- McCullum v. Georgia
1) 	Test:   must establish a prima facie case of purposeful discrimination in selection of the jury- then burden shifts to the state to come forward with a neutral explanation for challenging black jurors
a) 	 must show he is member of cognizable racial group, and that prosecutor has used challenges to remove members of his group
b) 	must raise an inference that prosecutor did this on basis of race
c) 	Trial court then looks at the pattern of strikes against black jurors- the questions that the prosecutor is asking
5) 	Marshall’s concurrence:  wants to see the elimination of peremptory challenges- thinks they can still be used discriminatorily through this test- this neutral explanation test is too easy on prosecutors
a) 	Jacobs agrees with this- it is hard to find the real reason for such strikes- hard to meet the burden
1) 	dissent:  thinks unfettered peremptory challenges are essential- thinks that all groups are subject to peremptory challenges- not just blacks, fears that one day people will object to exclusion on basis of sex- oh no!
B. 	Rodney Lingo v. State
1) 	 convicted of murder, robbery, he tells police that a friend shot and killed victim
2) 	State uses all peremptory challenges on black jurors- pattern alone is enough to show prima facie case of discrimination
3) 	Ct reviews reasons for strikes- gave reasons such as juror has hearing problem, opposition to death penalty, knew a witness in case, financial problems, knew , sick child  at home, hostility, criminal justice degree, prior conviction
a) 	all of these were neutral reasons- so uphold conviction
b) 	seems to be as long as there is one neutral explanation, they will uphold the conviction- even if a racial reason was involved
4) 	dissent- disbelieves some of the apparently neutral explanations- accepted white jury members with some of the same characteristics as black jurors were removed for.- thinks that should be a failure to overcome prima facie case- thinks that the additional presence of reasons which were not applied race neutrally clearly taints these strikes with racial bias
C. 	General Points
1) 	Allow the most peremptory challenges in capital cases and least in misdemeanors
2) 	Some give defense more challenges than prosecution
3) 	Federal System currently allows 10 strikes for defense and 6 for prosecution in felony trials
4) 	Multidefendant trials- each  gets to exercise a certain number of peremptory challenges
a) 	some states limit the number each has to fewer than if tried separately- some require them to agree on challenges
5) 	Some states have attempted to codify Batson through statutes
6) 	Purkett v. Elem- held that gove burden is merely one of production- really lies on defendant to show purposeful discrimination
7) 	Ex Parte Branch-  outlined factors to aid a  in determining if has made a prima facie case
a) 	These include- jurors shared in common only this characteristic- otherwise diverse
b) 	pattern of strikes against black jurors
c) 	past conduct of attorney in using these challenges to strike members of a race
d) 	type of questions directed at a potential juror- disparate treatment of members who answer same to questions
e) 	sheer number that have been dismissed- all or close to all of one group
8) 	Batson challenges are not often successful- most courts accept what prosecutor gives as explanation to be true- relationship with witness, prior record
a) 	although courts don’t consider gut feelings/hunches as neutral explanations
9) 	it has been studied that race of  affects determination of guilt
10) 	batson has been extended to cover strikes based on sex- J.E.B. v. Alabama
a) 	Supreme Court has extended Batson to civil trials- Edmonson v. Leesville Concrete Co., Hernandez case- for Hispanics, gender.  States are divided on whether it applies to religion
b) 	Powers v. Ohio- any person regardless of race- Batson applies
11) 	Some feel that Batson eliminates the value of peremptory challenges- still may challenge bias against party, occupations, etc.
12) 	Remedies for Batson violations- some require trial courts to disallow the strike and reseat that juror- some require jury selection from a new venire
a) 	can also challenge a judge for cause- 20 states give ’s one automatic strike to the trial judge- like a peremptory challenge
D. 	Jacob’s Thoughts 
1) 	Questions if Batson truly kills peremptory challenges
2) 	Aren’t all peremptory challenges discriminatory?  Yes- but not on suspect grounds like the Equal Protection Clause protects
3) 	Can we exist without peremptory challenges?  Does seem to invite prejudice- Marshall at least believes this- idea that Batson doesn’t really work that well to get rid of prejudice
XV. 	Jury Deliberations and Verdicts
A. 	Deadlocked Juries
1) 	New York Procedure Law:  310.30
a) 	authorizes the court to answer any jury questions that may arise in deliberations in presence of both parties
b) 	may also give the jury text of any statute that it deems proper
2)  Apodaca v. Oregon- Supreme Ct holds that 11-1 and 10-2 jury verdicts are ok
2) 	Bailey v. State
a) 	jury comes back with ?:  what if we can’t reach a decision this evening
b) 	Instead of re-reading all the instructions, judge reads only the Allen charge (one for deadlocked juries):  encourages the jurors to listen to each other, dissenting jurors should consider whether doubt is reasonable, consider if the majority is being reasonable
c) 	ABA suggests that before jury begins deliberation- trial court should advise that verdict be unanimous, must consult with one another, listen to evidence, change mind if you have to, don’t give in just to be done with it, can only stop deliberating if there is no reasonable probability of agreement
d) 	here- judge only read part of the charge- about agreeing with each other- hold to opinion, but be flexible
e) 	the court says that is a good idea to read all the jury instructions again- didn’t know what the problem was of the jury- so this reminds them of all the instructions necessary
1) 	Jacobs thinks this is reasonable- lots of reasons why might be deadlocked- it’s their duty to deliberate
e) 	concurrence- says precedent prohibits Allen charges- says that if one instruction is reread, they all should be
3) 	Allen charge:  many courts have abandoned this “dynamite charge”- stresses that jury should deliberate- even if they are divided
a) 	some say it is ok only if gave the same one at the beginning of proceedings- idea that it has been softened- feels less like pressuring that minority voter
b) 	needs to be balance between need for agreement and the ability to stand by opinions
4) 	Numerous courts say that a judge’s inquiry into breakdown of jury is per se error- some feel that it doesn’t reach reversible error unless the judge goes further, and asks about which side the majority favors
5) 	Evidence shows that juries that are presented with alternatives for verdicts other than acquittal or most serious charge- produce fewer acquittals and fewer hung juries
a) 	presents strategic questions for both sides
b) 	usually- judge will say- if you are unable to agree on the first count- then you may consider the lesser included- this is different than acquittal first- which says you must acquit on the first charge before you move on to the next one- much stricter on jury
6) 	Sequestration:  forced to remain together in a single room until their task is complete
a) 	If large publicity- may require them to stay in hotel together
b) 	in NY- once start deliberating- sequestered until you are done
1) 	this is so expensive- and burdensome on the juror- like incarceration- concern is jury tampering
2) 	Anonymous Juries
a) 	don’t know who jurors are- less worried about tampering
b) 	might protect the juror- esp. in mob cases
c) 	should attorneys be able to investigate potential jurors?
d) 	has no effect on the influence on jurors of the media
7) 	Alternate jurors
a) 	if one ore more of the sitting jurors can not proceed with deliberations, the court replaces with a juror that has heard the evidence at trial and deliberations must begin anew
8) 	Hung juries- occur only in about 5.5% of cases- most common seem to be 11-1 or 10-2 splits
a) 	Problem 8-3- should legislature eliminate unanimity and accept 11-1 verdict after a set amount of deliberation to eliminate hung juries?
b) 	Supreme Court- says the 6th Amendment allows 11-1 and 10-2 verdicts
1) 	Burch v. Louisiana- court said that 5-1 verdict violated the right to a jury trial
2) 	some states allow non-unanimity in misdemeanors- but most still require unanimity in felony trials-except Oregon and Louisiana
3) 	Why won’t states move away from unanimity- it encourages deliberation- review the evidence- be more accurate
4) 	Special Verdicts:  proponents contend that this allows judicial review of verdicts- however, they are not often used in criminal cases
a) 	some courts have held that special verdicts are coercive
b) 	general verdicts- don’t address how jury reaches an inconsistent outcome
1) 	federal Court has held that inconsistency is permissible when  is convicted of one offense and not others- maybe the jury was just being lenient (Dunn v. United States)
2) 	Many courts however will not allow logically internally inconsistent verdicts to stand- saying if one conviction negates the other conviction- this can not be sustained
3) 	Traditionally- jurors are not allowed to take notes during the trial- majority have begun to allow it- subject to judicial approval
4) 	Some states allow jurors to submit questions to witnesses- but may be rejected if the rules of the court don’t allow it- does this turn the juror into an advocate?
5) 	Richardson v. United States- juries must agree on all the underlying offenses that constitute continuing violation of enterprise statutes- not just the means of committing an offense
B. 	Jury Nullification
1) 	Juries have the power to ignore the law or interpret the law themselves- some courts feel that juries have control over the law and the facts- others, just the facts
2) 	Juror’s Handbook- pamphlet advocating nullification
a) 	says jurors have the power- must guard against tyranny
b) 	unreviewable power to acquit in disregard for the law- if feel the law is unjust- acquit
3) 	Should juries be instructed on their right to acquit for any reason?  Should defense attorneys be able to say so in closing?
a) 	There is widespread agreement that juries have power to nullify verdicts
b) 	Courts in most places forbid the instruction to juries about this power
1) 	Defense counsel will attempt to ask for this- they are always refused- if try to sneak it in there- admonished
2) 	Paul Butler’s article- encourages black jurors to refuse to convict some black ’s in an effort to challenge and change the system
a) 	not in violent crimes, nonviolent- like theft- should be option- but in nonviolent, victimless crimes- like drugs- presumption in favor of nullification
b) 	is this group truly powerless in the system?
5) 	Studies doubt that even if instructed on it- juries would do it even more often- although they do show if strongly worded- “do justice” leads to more acquittals
a) 	Lines are quite clear- you can not attempt to influence an active juror
b) 	less clear with just distributing info outside courtroom
c) 	If jurors directly lie or violate the judge’s instructions- can be removed and replaced with alternates- there are strong limits on how much info can be brought in about jury deliberations- they are supposed to be secret
C. 	The Public as a Decisionmaker
  1)State v. Barry Garcia
a) 	 shoots a woman in a car- point blank range
b) 	no one could positively id the shooter- although there was a recovery of spent shotgun shells
c) 	one of the accomplices doesn’t want to testify- worried about the media coverage- audience of courtroom- wants tv shut down- courtroom cleared
d) 	judge clears the courtroom
e) 	right to public trial is not absolute- want fairness and administration of justice
f) 	must be some check on this right- must make a motion as soon as know about it to avoid unfair surprise, judge must hold a hearing to hear both sides
1) 	here- there were compelling reasons to do this- witnesses had already experience repercussions, intimidation of juvenile witness
a) 	need to balanced accused rights with interests of protecting a witness
b) 	still allowed family of victim and  to be in courtroom- limited to one witness
2) 	6th Amendment and 1st Amendment are both implicated when trials are closed
3) 	Supreme Court - Waller case- public trial is a right- closure should be no broader than necessary
a) 	 may want to avoid publicity, government may want to protect witnesses, undercover officers, etc.
b) 	there is a presumption in favor of open trials- but weigh interests of victims
c) 	Cts have largely rejected the claim they have a right to bring in cameras- majority do allow them in.  Fed Ct s reject the use of cameras
D. 	Jacob’s Ideas
1) 	We spend a lot of money on disputes- there is a state interest in resolution
2) 	If hung jury- can try again and again- what about Double Jeopardy?
3) 	Need unanimity only for conviction- just takes one to acquit- encourages jury tampering?
4) 	Jacobs hates the idea of retrial- likes more statements on we prefer a resolution
a) 	No reason to think that the next 12 people will be able to resolve the matter
5) 	How can you run a jury of heterogeneous people and expect a decision on facts?
a) 	could jury nullification be seen as a way to correct injustice?  As a response to the huge amount of racial prejudice that still exists?
6) 	Jury as the one that stands between government and oppression
7) 	General verdicts lend themselves to jury nullification:  why?  Don’t have to explain themselves.  Say not guilty and it may be because they didn’t like the law- not because the  wasn’t guilty
XVI. 	Burden of Proof and Presumptions
A. 	Reasonable Doubt
1. 	Steve Winegart v. State
a) 	 convicted of burglary- objects to the words actual, fair and moral certainty in the jury charge- says that jury could find guilt based upon degree of proof lower than reasonable doubt- expanded the quantum of doubt needed
b) 	jury also told to disregard whim, surmise of mere possibility of guilt 
c) 	Ct recognizes that this is a hard concept for the jury to grasp:  uphold conviction- unlikely applied in a manner that violates due process
1) 	even acknowledges ways to make this instruction better- eliminate nominalizations, replace hard words, avoid double negatives, use active voice
2) 	To this end, the court rejects the Indiana pattern jury instruction- don’t use it in the future
 Recommends the Federal Judicial Center Jury Instructions- which talk about it being that which leaves you firmly convinced of ’s guilt- if there is a real possibility that he /she is not guilty- find her not guilty- what they say should be given
a)  gives a good distinction between criminal and civil proceedings- no mention of the hesitate to act standard- which is hard to apply to jury decisions
   a)  What is wrong with the phrase “real possibility?”
d) 	Jacobs asks- how does it get this bad?  Idea is that lawyers keep proposing things- ask for certain instructions- judge will put it in- they don’t want to be reversed
1) 	Victor- case- uses the phrase grave uncertainty = reasonable doubt
2) 	Cage case- abiding conviction = reasonable doubt
2. 	State v. Warren Manning
a) 	 convicted- objects to instruction on reasonable doubt- specifically states that moral certainty and beyond a reasonable doubt are the same thing
b) 	states that Supreme Court has recently disapproved of moral certainty and evidentiary certainty being the same thing- Cage v. Louisiana
1) 	Thinks that allows jurors to find guilt based on subjective feeling rather than on the evidence
2) 	also- say the “real reason” language makes it seem like need more doubt than really do for acquittal- Supreme Court disapproves of this language- strike it down
c) 	like this result:  reasonable doubt is a doubt that would cause a reasonable person to hesitate to act on an important matter
 1)  Jacobs says- is this dependent on how risk averse each juror is?
3. 	Jury instructions- article on how hard it is to communicate- Steel and Thornburgh study
a) 	found from studies that large numbers don’t understand the proof of guilt- other instructions
b) 	they found that the instructions are talked about in deliberations- and they often get things wrong
c) 	did find that they understood instructions that were re-written better than the patterns- still did bad on paraphrasing test
1) 	Jacobs points out that even in rewriting there is not a tremendous amount of improvement
2) 	Also mentions that every state and federal court have pattern jury instructions
4. 	Federal Constitution does not set one way for reasonable doubt to be defined- modern definitions may trace their roots to Commonwealth v. Webster
a) 	Says - it is not mere possible doubt- also has some language about moral certainty in it
b) 	About 20 states use the cause a person to hesitate to act standard- some say- based on reason or valid reason- some require a doubt for which reason can be given
c) 	Interesting is that some states just don’t define it at all- handful say that judge must define it
5. 	Problem 9-1:  Quantifying reasonable doubt with numbers
a) 	says that reasonable doubt is a 7 ½ on scale of 1-10- is this ok?
b) 	Jacobs uses this problem- to say that he wants to focus on burden of state- not so much on doubt aspect- says that this helps the state?  While must be plausible doubt-  helps defense??
6. 	Most state and federal courts discourage quantifying doubt- sports analogies seem equally problematic
a) 	Also don’t like statistical evidence to show evidence of guilt on one of the elements- confuses the jury
7. 	Presumption of Innocence
a) 	Taylor v. Kentucky- Supreme Court found it due process violation when judge refused to instruct on presumption of innocence- have since held that it is not a requirement in all cases- Kentucky v. Whorton
b) 	Idea that the state can’t force the  to appear in prison garb or surrounded by armed guards
c) 	Does the presumption of innocence add anything to reasonable doubt?
 1)  Should jurors be told this at the beginning of trial?  They need this state of mind throughout the trial?  Is it different than a presumption of not guilty?
B. 	Reasonable Doubt as to What?
0) 	In re Winship- says you must prove every fact necessary to constitute the crime charged beyond a reasonable doubt
1) 	Mullany- Supreme Court- reaffirms this idea- that burden should be on the state- every fact beyond a reasonable doubt
2) 	Patterson v. NY- ok to leave burden on  to prove extreme emotional disturbance
a) 	this is the end of Mullany- constitution only limits states power if offends fundamental principles of justice
3) 	Model Penal Code:  defines material elements as elements and any affirmative elements
a) 	so- prosecutor must disprove any affirmative defenses
b) 	states have not all adopted this- most have rejected it- ’s bear the burden on all affirmative defenses by a prep. Of evidence- insanity must be proved beyond a reasonable doubt
1) 	State v. Parish
a) 	 shot and killed one of his assailants- he was chased, tackled and beaten- found guilty of voluntary manslaughter
b) 	found instruction to be reversible error- state only had to show-  killed him- knew it might cause his death  and that this happened in New Mexico- claim of self- defense would not case reasonable doubt on any of these elements
1) Jacobs- instruction is confusing
c) 	said state needed to prove that the killing was unlawful- court should have instructed on unlawfulness- this was not one of the elements that the killing had to be unlawful.  Jury didn’t know that self-defense could be basis for acquittal
1) 	would have been ok to say- that  the  did not act in defense of himself or others- and other three elements
2) 	didn’t explain the burden of the state- this is erroneous
3) 	Jacobs- prosecutor had to dispose of self-defense- legislature could, of course change it, and say that it is an affirmative defense and the  bears the burden of proof
a) 	this is a central defense- why it is treated differently- aff. Defenses include- duress, necessity
b) 	justification- made right decision- prosecution has to disprove beyond a reasonable doubt
c) 	excuse- here- like the  is asking for something special- shouldn’t  bear the burden
2) 	states are divided on who carries the burden of proof on affirmative defenses- more than half require the  to carry the burden- by a preponderance of the evidence- but it is most common to make state carry the burden on self-defense
3) 	McMillan v. Pennsylvania- Supreme Court held that beyond a reasonable doubt standard only applies to facts that bear on the ’s guilt- statute enhancing only need preponderance of the evidence burden of proof
4) 	Nathaniel Jones v. United States
a) 	carjacking case- victim that is seriously injured- question is- is injury an element of the offense- which means that you have to prove beyond  a reasonable doubt- or is it a sentencing factor only?
b) 	CT looks to what other statutes do- serious injury is an element in many statutes, what makes many crimes aggravated- think that this is something that the 6th Amendment says must go to the jury- idea that state can’t read out traditional elements of the offense
c) 	Scalia concurs- thinks this is a jury question- need it beyond  a reasonable doubt- dissent- thinks Congress can make injury a sentencing factor and not an element of the offense- says state should be able to decide what makes the elements of a crime- what doesn’t- cites Patterson v. New York for that.

C. 	Presumptions
1) 	State v. John Deal
a) 	 convicted of first degree burglary-  judge said that jury could infer that he acted with criminal intent to commit a crime against property
1) 	states this creates a mandatory presumption which relieved the state of its duty to prove all of the elements - shifted the burden to him
b) 	Ct says- due process require state to bear the burden of persuasion beyond a reasonable doubt of every essential element of a crime- State v. Hanna
c) 	State needs to prove every element of that offense
d) 	mandatory v. permissive presumption
1) 	mandatory- required to find a presumed fact from a proven fact- permissive- may do so, not require to do so- if state proves predicate facts
2) 	say this is a permissive inference here- the inference here was not the only evidence of his intent- guy broke a window- once inside he repeatedly assaulted the guy- say this shows it was more likely than not that he intended to commit a crime against Prins
e) 	focus on language in the instructions- that say- unless such entering or remaining shall be explained to your satisfaction- intent can be inferred from being there
f) 	think that a jury could have thought it was binding unless  came up with evidence- shifted the burden - this was wrong
g) 	dissent-  thinks that the infirmities disappeared in this case- the  testified- he has tried to produce such evidence- thinks that it was a permissive inference and that is ok
2) 	States and Fed. Courts differ on what type of language creates an impermissible mandatory presumption
a) 	most states allow missing witness instructions- and say to the jurors that they may draw inferences from the witnesses’ absence
3) 	Jacobs- we don’t allow mandatory presumptions- afraid destroy presumption of innocence- we don’t allow irrebuttable inferences- only permissive
a) 	Model Penal Code- jury may find- that’s ok- 
b) 	felony murder?
XVII.  Confrontation Clause
A. 	Michael Brady v. State
1) 	child molestation case- child was 5 years old- going to videotape the testimony in the child’s home for trial- defense attorney was present during the taping
2) 	recognize that in some instances protecting the child outweighs the right to confrontation right- provided for in the 6th Amendment
3) 	say that by Indiana’ s constitution- the right includes the right to cross examination and the right to meet the witness face to face
a) 	say that the videotaped testimony violates this right
4) 	dissent:  thinks that the child should be protected in this matter- can still cross examine the child,  second dissent brings up the point that having a child face his abuser might hinder the truth
B. 	Maryland v. Craig- live- while jury was seated- using close circuit television- that is held to be ok
C. 	General Points
1) 	Federal Constitution- says it is ok for witnesses to testify outside the presence of the  as long as the  is able to monitor the cross exam and be in contact with his attorney
a) 	most high state courts have followed this holding- the states that don’t follow it- usually seize upon the face to face language in their constitution
2) 	Certainly are competing concerns- for example- some children- especially if they are young- just respond to whatever question you ask them- they can’t really tell what’s real, etc.
3) 	Sequestration of the witness- rule that exclude witnesses from the courtroom until they have testified- so don’t change testimony to be consistent with other witnesses
a) 	some states have exceptions so that victims can watch the whole trial
b) 	 can see the whole trial- then he testifies last- how is this fair?
c) 	arg- victim also has the right to be at trial- beginning through end- if you are worried about it- impeach their testimony- they might go first anyway- is it that much of a risk?
4) 	What does  have the right to be present for?  NY CT of Appeals-  can approach on sidebar during voir dire
C. 	Desire doorson v. Netherlands
1) 	drug case- so there are anonymous witnesses- that judge questions- and that defense attorney never even sees
2) 	uphold the decision to keep these witnesses anonymous
3) 	Ct says conviction is fine- there was also other evidence to base conviction on- besides the anonymous witnesses
D. 	Unavailable Witness/Bruton Problem
1) 	What is the Bruton problem?  1 co- ’s confession inculpates another- even with limiting instruction, we don’t allow this
2) 	In US- a witness is usually required to divulge name and address on cross examination- but this right is not absolute- and can be restricted if there is a showing of concern for witness safety- Jackson v. State
3) 	Kevin Gray v. Maryland
a) 	 and 2 others beat a woman to death- one co- confessed- they admitted his confession against the other- with the word delete in the place of his name
b) 	prosecutor introduces confession and then says- based on this information- you then arrested - directly linked confession to 
1) 	cite Richardson v. Marsh- got co-’s confession- the  on trial is totally excised out of confession- says there was a conversation in the car about killing the people-  now on trial is not implicated at all by it- through her testimony- she puts herself in car- this is ok- it only became incriminating through linkage with other evidence at trial
c) 	these redactions- jury knows it is referring to guy at the ’s table, - say it falls into the protection of Bruton- don’t allow it
d) 	dissent- thinks it is not facially incriminate anyone- implicates only the speaker, doesn’t like the idea of just introducing the confession as who did it- Me- that’s not a confession now- for conspiracy
3) 	Bruton v. United States- Ct prevented the use of co- statement in a joint jury trial- limiting instruction not enough to fix the prejudice
a) 	if co- takes the stand or when  herself has also confessed and the confessions interlock- then courts let these confessions in
1) 	when co- on stand- no Bruton problem- available for cross-examination- say, I never gave a confession- test the reliability this way
2) 	interlocking- idea that mutually reinforcing, so reliable
b) 	Possible Solutions- don’t use confession, dual juries, sever the trials, severely redact the confession
4) 	Hearsay and Confrontation:  all jurisdictions exclude hearsay- but with a lot of exceptions- “well rooted “ exceptions:  that are said to not violate the confrontation clause (White v. Illionois)
E. 	Johnny Carroll v. State
1) 	 in on murder conviction
2) 	tote the value of confrontation- it is the check and balance that ensure fairness in our adversary system- need cross examination to assess credibility of witness, explore bias
3) 	It may be limited- so as not to harass or humiliate-  wants to cross examine state’s witness about his prior felony convictions and pending charges
a) 	Supreme Court says that prior incarceration may be a source of bias- perfectly ok to cross examine  with it- shows a vulnerable relationship with the state (Van Arsdall- ’s tight to cross examine on these issues)
b) 	here- state’s witness was currently awaiting trial- his cross on this matter was clearly an attempt to show that he was biased- ct allows it
4) 	dissent:  points out the convictions were over 10 years old- also- he gave a statement to police before he was arrested for pending charges- so always have that at trial- if now his story changes
5) 	There are limits on a ’s questions- fear that jury will conclude too hastily that a witness is not credible.  More questions are allowed about pending charges than prior convictions
F. 	General Points
1)  State courts have concluded that ’s may pursue lines of questions that the rules of evidence would not allow for other litigants- Supreme Court allows them to ask on cross about witnesses pending charges
a) 	there is more discretion in whether court will allow questions about prior convictions- that’s less probative of bias than pending charges
b) 	rules of ethics- say on cross- to ask a question- you must have a good faith basis for asking it
c) 	 is also limited by rule 403 in evidence- says even if prior conviction is admissible- only if probative value outweighs prejudicial effect
1) 	Jacobs again point out that if  has a criminal record- it is a very potent factor in a criminal case
G. 	Jacob’s Thoughts
1) 	What does the confrontation clause really mean?  Should all hearsay be forbidden?
a) 	test the evidence- in Brady- seem to say- have right to let accuse look you in the eye- make accusations to your face
b) 	Jacob’s says- he doesn’t buy this- in court- focus is on the attorneys
2) 	Jacob’s article- jury not see live testimony- all videotaped- judge edits it- then jury watches it- like a movie
   a)  saves time- if evidentiary errors- revise the tape, also improves appellate review, can see it
XVIII. 	Self- Incrimination 5th Amendment
n	whole idea is that  can deny his guilt- never say a word- we may never hear his side of the story- isn’t this contrary to the whole truth finding function?
A. 	Eddie Dean Griffin v. California
1) 	at his trial- jury instruction said- jury may take failure to testify into consideration as tending to indicate the truth of the government’s evidence-draw unfavorable inferences from silence
2) 	violates the 5th Amendment - say can not comment on accused silence- or allow that inference in jury instructions- also, can’t call  to stand to see him invoke this right
3) 	dissent:  thinks 5th Amendment just protects you from being forced to testify against yourself- out of fear of punishment- pain, etc.- says there is no compulsion here
a) 	thinks the instructions are ok- do say that the failure to testify does not create a presumption of guilt- this is not coercive device which impairs the right against self-incrimination
4) 	Jacobs asks- how would  be penalized if Griffin didn’t exist- is silence at all relevant to guilt?
a) 	prior criminal record may help keep a  off the stand- which might help - or- will jurors think about why he didn’t testify- even if they tell them not to
B. 	Kevin Sean Murray v. United Kingdom
1) 	 was arrested- police tell him that if he refuses to talk to them- jury may draw such inferences form this failure as appears proper- interviewed without counsel 10 times
2) 	found guilty- and judge did draw adverse inferences-  says- I have a right to remain silent- not answer questions- not testify at trial
3) 	Ct says- look- he was able to remain silent- he was not compelled to talk, here, the case against the  was strong- the silence was not the only inference of guilt- drawing inferences from silence- did not shift the burden of proof from the prosecution to the defense
a) 	don’t see comment and drawing negative inferences as incompatible with right to silence
b) 	inquisitorial system- we interrogate you- you give us nothing- we are going to assume that you were there- clearly, this is not as favorable as the rule we have here
c) 	think- if OJ had been tried in Europe- would have drawn a negative inference because he refused to cooperate:  criticism- improper balance between state and  idea that the system obscures the truth
 1)  justification- furthers our search for truth
1) 	dissent- disagrees- shouldn’t be able to comment on silence- cites Supreme Court precedent on point on this issue- impermissibly shifts burden of proof to 
C. 	Problem  9-4
1) 	All DA says is- we didn’t hear from - he has that right don’t hold that against him- Ct reversed the case
2) 	Idea- that it seems different to hear something from prosecutor than judge- Jacobs and I don’t think this is that bad- it was reversed because prosecutor had to prove intent here
D. 	Problem 9-5
1) 	Prosecutor continually refers to the  as a smart drunk
2) 	saying- he was silent when he should have been cooperating- that’s why  he is smart drunk- he didn’t want them to know he was wasted
3) 	reversible error as well- right to silence- with you at all times- prosecutor can not call that to juries attention- even if it is pre-arrest- post arrest- 5th Amendment right- not from miranda??
C. 	General Points
1) 	Supreme Court- Griffin- prosecutor may not comment on a ’s silence at trial.  You can’t even call the  to the stand to bring it to the jury’s attention that he is invoking it
2) 	May usually comment on a ’s failure to produce other witnesses- or exculpatory evidence
3) 	If make an improper statement- must courts require curative instruction right away
4) 	Often- stay silent to avoid answering certain questions- don’t want to be impeached
a) 	In contrast- can use ’s pre-arrest silence against him- Jenkins  Fletcher v. Weir- can use post-arrest silence against - if no Miranda given
b) 	 can also waive his rights
5) 	State v. Jimmy Goad
a) 	 claims that prosecutor violated his rights- threatened an important witness- witness was on the witness list- makes it seem more like tampering
b) 	state says to him- look- if you don’t testify at trial- or if you tell the truth and don’t give him the alibi he wants- I won’t prosecute you for the robbery you did
1)  here- it seems like state is- oh, we’ll tell you what the truth is
c) 	CT says- look- the refrain from lying and threats of prosecution- effectively deprived this  of due process- he couldn’t put on the defense he wanted to- deprived the  of his alibi defense- the court will view trying to keep info out very differently than trying to bring it in
6) 	some states are more flexible about this- whether or not can mention possible criminal charges to a witness
7) 	Defense- unlike prosecution- does not have the ability to grant immunity to its witnesses
a)  this is a major advantage for the prosecution
8) 	some states do not bar judicial commentary on the evidence presented at trial:  Web v. Texas- judge’s admonishment for witness- don’t lie!  Might be seen to drive the witness off the stand- violate due process
D. 	Ethics and Lies at Trial
1) 	State v. Troy Jones
a) 	lawyer moves to withdraw as counsel 2 days before trial:  grounds- client had told him he intended to testify falsely- also- said that ’s rejection of plea and wanting to go to trial was repugnant and imprudent
b) 	 says- I don’t intend to lie- I am not going to testify- Ct denies motion
c) 	CT says- look- you should have told him about consequences of perjury- then check back with him , to see if he still wanted to lie- so didn’t have to withdraw under 1.16- says must withdraw if they believe that client will do something fraudulent
d) 	cite precedent Nix v. Whiteside- where idea is that your duty to client only extends to legal activities- no duty to help present false evidence
e) 	ct says what attorney did was wrong- he put his personal interest ahead of his clients- client had a right to go to trial- MR 1.2- this attorney totally abandoned his adversary role and duties of loyalty and confidentiality
2) 	People v. Victor Reichman
a) 	DA set up a fake arrest- made him use an attorney that accepted drugs instead of fees
b) 	DA says this was a sting- it’s ok- hearing board says its misrepresentation/dishonest
c) 	CT says- had a duty to enforce the law- not to break it- violated code of professional responsibility
d) 	Jacobs- this happened in NY - special prosecutors, sting operation flushed out judges and all the cases were reversed
e) 	Operation Greylord- similar sting in Chicago
1) 	idea is can’t break the law to enforce the law- this is a fraud against the court- lying to the court- disbarred
2) 	but- it seems to be a bigger fraud against the court to do nothing- allow judges to take bribes
3) 	are there other ways to do this?  Flip a  in a real case, don’t want to pervert justice
4) 	Nix v. Whiteside- made it clear- federal constitutional right does not compel an attorney to remain silent when a client plans to commit perjury
a) 	have to try to convince them not to commit perjury
b) 	must have sufficient reason to believe that her client plans to lie- some states require convinced beyond a reasonable doubt
c) 	can withdraw- although motions usually denied- or use a narrative form of testimony
d) but prosecutor who allows a false witness on the stand- violates due process clause- if give false testimony- must inform the court
XIX. 	Sentencing
A. 	Who Sentences?
1) 	Indeterminate sentencing:  legislature prescribes a broad potential sentencing range, and trial judge sentenced without meaningful legal guidance
a) 	core sentence is not determined at time imposed- actual point of release is determined by parole board:   doesn’t know when he will get out at time of the sentencing
b) 	determinate- tell you 6 years- you get out in 6 years- Jacobs says with good time, this is still indeterminate
2) 	WE divide authority to sentence between judges, parole boards, and prison officials- legislature is also involved- pass the statutes.  Not to mention the prosecutors- choose the charge- can decide what the sentence will be through charge and plea bargain
3) 	Parole Boards:  Very important historically- hold hearings inside prison- whether or not guy gets out- eligible as early as 1/ 3 of their sentence:  Heavy political component
a) 	spawned a truth in sentencing movement- say- look in order for state to be eligible for funding, ’s must serve a certain % of sentence
b) 	parole connected somehow to rehabilitation- once they are fixed we let them out?  Or is it about space management- maybe about incapacitation- keep them from committing other crimes- initially- these were supposed to be social scientists- but that’s not what they really are like
c) 	Jacobs points out- it is flawed to think we can tell something about someone’s behavior from prison- prison is such an abnormal condition
1) 	Samuel Williams v. New York
a) 	 guilty- of murder- jury recommends life in prison- trial court gives death
b) 	looked to factors that the jury hadn’t heard- 30 other burglaries in same area, morbid sexuality, and menace to society- comes from presentence report
c) 	admits that there are separate standards for trial and sentencing- sentencing- supposed to consider the most info possible about a ’s life and characteristics:  claim is that this violates due process- has no chance to even rebut this evidence, cross examine
1) 	at sentencing- we let in hearsay, don’t let  even rebut the charges- often, this info comes in through probation officer- they give a report to the judge
2) 	why Jacobs likes the sentencing guidelines- make it impossible to treat person as a person?  More like an entity- broke the law- this many priors, there you go
a) 	idea that the punishment should fit the offender and not the crime
b) 	dissent:  doesn’t like that this went against the unanimous recommendation of a jury- this is a capital case- Gardner- says can’t do this in capital cases- must get a chance to rebut
3) 	Ollie North Sentencing Ordeal
a) 	What is the government’s focus?:  insists that he has done nothing wrong, no remorse, did something wrong, he hasn’t accepted any responsibility, need deterrence- so other officials won’t do the same thing.
1) 	he joked about this- the old man loves my ass
2) 	he thinks he’s above the law
b) 	Defense motion-  the focus is much different- 20 years of loyal service, he does regret many of his actions, he was not guilty of 9/12.
1) 	nothing to support the contention of perjury
2) 	he’s suffered enough- lost his job, family has suffered- he was a scapegoat
3) 	really- look at how great he was- helped a sick kid, saved his country, his platoon, anti-drug use
4) 	no need to incapacitate him, he doesn’t need rehabilitation- no deterrence- and what has happened to him is enough
c) 	What did the court end up doing?  You have served your country, you weren’t the leader
1) 	you did destroy evidence- you knew it was wrong
2) 	but- you felt bad for your family
3) 	focuses on commendable aspect of his life- no jail time- probation and heavy fines on each count- not to mention community service
4) 	Jacobs says- does it matter if person is contrite?  Especially since this can be faked
a) 	this shows that judges will and do consider everything- so throw it in there, hope it appeals to judge
4) 	Most states do allow sentencing judge to consider evidence inadmissible under the rules of evidence
a) 	justification- get as much info as you can- make an individualized decision
b) 	ex:  Williams case- lots of uncharged burglaries were considered in his sentencing- assault of another during the burglary- even though no charges were brought
5) 	Supreme Court has decided in Gardner v. Florida that in capital cases-  have access to information that judge will consider in sentencing and will have an opportunity to test its reliability
6) 	What is considered during sentencing? 
a) 	harm of the offense (2) the blameworthiness of the  and (3) the consequences of the punishment both for deterring future wrongdoing and for the well-being of the ’s family
b) 	in some states juries decide on the sentence- some it is binding- other times it only serves as a recommendation to the judge
c) 	finally- most courts will not allow defense to argue to the jury about unduly harsh penalties and suggest get acquitted
B. 	Legislative Sentencing
1) 	Code of Hammurabi- in there for kicks- I saw this in Paris!
2) 	US Sentencing Commission:  Mandatory Min. Penalties-  Congress enacted provisions that required definite prisons terms for a variety of crimes
a) 	more often than not- ’s conduct suggest that warrants the mandatory min. but pleads guilty to offense that doesn’t have a mandatory minimum
3) 	People v. Angela Thompson
a) 	 convicted of 2 ounces of cocaine- $2,000 sale
b) 	this crime has a mandatory indeterminate sentence of 15 years and not more than 25 years- trial court say even the minimum is cruel and unusual punishment- even though she was not the main player- her uncle was
c) 	cites cases that have upheld mandatory maximums for drug offenses- recognized that it can be grossly disproportionate to the crime for which it is enacted0 must consider factors such as gravity of offense, and the character of the offender and the gravity of threat she poses to society
d) 	drug dealing is a grave offense, this crime is on the rise- ct says that this does not constitute cruel and unusual punishment
1) 	here- again, it was a drug case- a $2,000 sale- this wasn’t accidental
2) 	didn’t find any sufficient mitigating circumstances in ’s history
3) 	fall back on the idea that change in the law should come from legislature
e) 	dissent:  this was one sale, she has no record, weight only made A-1 because agent bumped her up, 
1) 	she was also low on the drug hierarchy- this was her uncle’s operation
2) 	thinks that trial court’s decision should be upheld
4. 	Courts allow legislature to choose any punishment for a given crime- and turn aside almost all claims that a punishment is cruel and unusual- Harmelin v. Michigan
a) 	Sup. Ct has upheld a mandatory life sentence for possession of 650 grams or more of cocaine- cite the severe harms flowing from drugs
1) 	IN fact- reached the position that no term is disproportionate- disproportionality only applies in death penalty cases
2) 	Jacobs thinks this is right- otherwise- you’d be in a morass?  He says there is no rigorous philosophy on what makes proportional
3) 	Coker v. Georgia- held that rape of adult woman in every circumstance- death is disproportionate
a) 	state courts also almost always uphold the legislature
b) 	legislatures often defend their policy choices- judges were giving too light of sentences to even those with serious records- or that it is a better deterrence- clear and certain what punishment you will get if convicted
1) 	opposition comes from the loss of judicial discretion- in fact, most judges find these min. sentences for drug cases a bad idea- say they are too harsh for first offenders
5. 	Mandatory Mandatories:  Often- gives prosecutors a lot of power during plea bargaining- take this deal or  I will charge you with something that has a mandatory minimum
a)  Efforts to reduce the discretion of the prosecutor are very rare
C. 	Sentencing Commissions
1) 	These commissions create additional rules to guide judges as they select sentences w/in the statutory range
a) 	give a range that judges should stay between
2) 	ABA standards for criminal judicial sentencing:  legislature should create a group that aims to give more guide to sentencing courts, also should collect and distribute info regarding sentences to be imposed
3) 	Structuring Criminal Sentencing:  2 models have always been conflicting- mandatory penalties v. discretionary penalty ranges
a) 	with discretionary- see offender in person- learn the facts of each crimes
b) 	mandatory punishments can be seen as too serious for the crime
c) 	Minnesota has guided discretion- added a sentencing commission:  considered gravity of crimes, records of offenders- set clear rules about when can depart from guidelines, etc.
d) 	then rank offenses- most serious murder, least possession of pot
4) 	Sentencing Guidelines and their Effects:  sentencing commission- developed guidelines, the presumptive sentencing guidelines- expressing the standards that was less rigid than mandatory sentencing- also allowed for appellate review- make sure that judges had adequate reasons if departed from suggested guidelines
5) 	Usually- sentencing commissions- draft guidelines for legislature, which will enact is as sentencing reforms:  some guidelines are voluntary- others are presumptive- means supposed to follow them
a) 	departure- usually, judge is required to explain any departure- can affect either the disposition or the duration
b) 	mostly appellate review is limited to determining if sentence imposed was within the presumptive range
c) 	prison officials also have some influence over the amount of time served- use it to encourage good behavior- called good time-  Jacobs has written about the anomaly of constraining the legislature, the judges and then leaving these officials unregulated
D. 	Jacobs Thoughts on Sentencing
1) 	Goals of punishment are usually- rehabilitation, incapacitation, deterrence, retribution
a) 	doesn’t this make things incoherent?  You can fish around for almost any sentence- and it will meet one of these goals
b) 	Jacobs says sloppy thinking on sentencing- on information on what’s actually needed for deterrence- retribution is really vague
c) 	remember- there is no law here- you just eyeball the  and come up with sentence- each judge is there own little mechanism
E. 	Revisiting Investigations and Charges
1) 	State v. Anthony Soto
a) 	undercovers keep pressuring drug dealer to sell to them-  alleges entrapment and sentence manipulation
b) 	to prove entrapment- occurs when outrageous official conduct overcomes the will of an individual predisposed to selling only small quantities.  he would have had to show that he only sold smaller quantities and that he was only entrapped into selling larger amounts
1) 	test- whether the  is predisposed to commit the crime of not- look at cops behavior to see if they used inducements to persuade an otherwise law abiding citizen to commit a crime
a) 	sentencing manipulation- have to prove that all the individual sales were done with the sole purpose of increasing his sentence-  proved neither
2) 	Reverse stings- where government agent is seller- if the guy sells at way below the market value- can get a sentence departure
a)  this is problematic- negotiating the crime
3) 	AT sentencing- most jurisdictions allow the judge to consider even evidence that was obtained illegally- and that has since been suppressed
a) 	justifications- need as much info about the offender as possible
b) 	also- this will not do anything for deterrence  of cops- since already excluded at trial
4) 	US Sentencing Guidelines:  shows how broad the range of what the court can consider actually is- all acts and omissions that the defendant caused, - all the harm that the  caused, etc.- also can consider against you that which your co- did
5) 	Problems in this Section
a) 	10-1- drug sale close to school- sold to undercover
b) 	here- there is serious opportunity for cops to manipulate the situation and get the enhancement
c) 	idea is to protect the kids- but this is not a street sale-it’s in a private apartment- seems to have nothing to do with purpose of the statute
d) 	10-2:  ’s confession is suppressed- not mirandized-judge uses it in sentencing
e) 	might want to keep it out- why?  Deters bad police conduct, appellate court here- reversed- says shouldn’t have been used at sentencing
1) 	is it enough deterrence to only do it at trial?  Should it have to be deterred throughout the process?  
2) 	State v. Douglas McAlpin
a) 	’s presumptive sentence range was 46-61 months- based on his criminal convictions and also two prior juvenile convictions
1) 	usually- offense severity score and criminal history are considered to come up with presumptive sentence
2) 	can be reductions- for minor role of , showing of contrition, showing of contrition
a) 	his juvenile record was really extensive- - he was also described as a sociopath, with no remorse for his crimes, he had hurt animals
b) 	The Court imposed an even longer sentence- 90 months- must have substantial and compelling reasons for imposing this sentence outside the range
1) 	Federal System requires the judges to put the explanation in writing
2) 	can depart as low as probation- unless there is a mandatory minimum
3) 	cooperation is the most common factor justifying a departure
a) 	Also- the Court considered uncharged crimes that the  had confessed to- the Court says that it was wrong to rely on these uncharged crimes- some that had been dismissed as part of a plea agreement- Ct says you are denying them the deal they made- However- the Court says that the lengthy record- standing alone was enough to justify going outside the range like this
6) 	Majority of states retain indeterminate sentencing systems- courts may consider- any conduct of - charged or uncharged, ½ the states do put limits on the ability to consider uncharged conduct
a) 	Most states allow courts to look at the real behavior- including additional facts that perform the basis for the offense of conviction
b) 	Federal Guidelines- in fact- endorse this real offense sentencing- rather than charge sentencing- which mean only the conduct that constitutes the elements of the offense
1) 	real v. charge sentencing- charge adds points even for those things that were dropped- tends to gut plea bargaining
2) 	no formal findings required to do this- only have to make findings that these things occurred by a preponderance of the evidence
3) 	charge offense- all they look at is criminal history score- don’t look at underlying facts of the case
4) 	Sentencing for Multiple Counts:  indeterminate sentencing allows the judge to consider whether the sentences for the multiple convictions will be served concurrently or consecutively
5) 	Double Jeopardy Implications
a) 	Witte v. United States  Ct rejects implication that  is punished any more- thus subject to double jeopardy when relevant past conduct is included in the calculation for offense level
b) 	most high state courts say that there is no constitutional violation for enhancing a sentence based on relevant conduct that was the basis for  a separate punishment
c) 	Monge v. California- the Supreme Court determined that double jeopardy clause does not apply at all to the three-strikes law in California- stated that double jeopardy protections are inapplicable to sentencing proceedings- although Bullington v. Missouri- ct says that cannot seek death penalty in retrial if first one resulted in a sentence of less than death
F. 	Revisiting Pleas and Trials
1) 	For facts at sentencing- government usually only has to prove by preponderance of the evidence
2) 	People v. Clifton Wims
a) 	trial for assault- prosecutor wants to prove that each  had a knife
b) 	this basically is a sentence enhancer
c) 	court distinguishes between sentence enhancements and elements of a crime- enhancements only have to be proved by a preponderance of the evidence
1) 	Court says that presence of weapon is a traditional sentencing enhancement
2) 	points out that not at risk for the sentencing enhancement until the defendant is convicted of substantive offense
d) 	the court’s instructional errors did not deny the  any federal constitutional rights
e) 	dissent:  thinks that enhancements are more than just sentencing factors-thinks it is like an element of an offense. Thinks should have to prove enhancements by reasonable doubt
1) 	thinks that sentencing enhancements are more like elements of offenses- same pleading requirements,  have to show what evidence you have to charge this, jury decides the task
2) 	McMillan v. Pennsylvania- The Court declared that due process allows states to prove some facts affecting the sentence by a preponderance of the evidence
a) 	sentencing factors- by preponderance of the evidence- elements of the crime- by a reasonable doubt
b) 	legislature chooses which will be which
3) 	Williams v. New York:  rules of evidence for criminal trials need not apply to sentencing factors
a) 	Sentencing Guidelines also embrace this position- any information may be considered as long as there is sufficient indicia of reliability to support its probable accuracy
b) 	Rules of evidence don’t apply to sentencing hearings- idea that the right to confront witnesses does not apply to sentencing hearings
4) 	Idea which seems really contrary to justice- is that judge may consider at sentencing even evidence that was produced for an earlier trial that resulted in an acquittal
5) 	People v. John Ewing
a) 	 convicted of rape- there are 2 or three prior victims- that he hasn’t been convicted of- one the charges are still pending
b) 	Judge departed upward to life sentence- not clear from the record which charges or convictions played a role in determining the defendant’s sentences
c) 	there is a statute that limits the ability for a judge to consider non- convicted offenses at sentencing- at least without giving the opportunity to cross/challenge such evidence
d) 	interesting- court states that an acquittal does not mean that the  didn’t engage in criminal conduct
e) 	states that this is really about sentencing the offender - not the offense- doesn’t think that the judge should have to disregard testimony that she has heard in her courtroom
f) 	says that if it is prior convictions- definitely comes in- if it is about uncharged crimes or prior acquittals- then- the  must be afforded an opportunity to test the accuracy of the facts
g) 	dissent-  thinks that facts underlying an acquittal should never be used
6) 	Most sentencing courts may consider conduct underlying a prior acquittal in a sentence for some later conviction-  People v. Jackson
7) 	Milton Coles v. United States
a) 	possession of marijuana case- judge sentences him for one year in prison
b) 	by judges remarks- seems like he was penalizing him for going to trial- this is clearly improper
c) 	here- had a  with a prior record, on parole status when did this offense, and refused to talk to probation officer- because of all of these factors- it would be too strained a reading to say that he was punished for standing trial
1) 	also states that the judge may consider lack of responsibility- and remorse when sentencing
d) 	dissent:  thinks sentence should be destroyed and remanded for sentencing
8) 	Almost all state courts say that they can’t punish for a refusal to plead guilty- but can enhance punishment based on a lack of remorse
a) 	seems consistent with plea bargaining get lesser sentence- admit your responsibility
b) 	sentence can also be enhanced if the defendant committed perjury at trial
1)  this gives the  even more incentive not to testify at trial
c) 	may not punish the defendant for exercising his right to an appeal- if retried and gets higher sentence second time- there is a presumption that it was a vindictive sentence- it is up to the judge to rebut this
d) 	prosecutors can influence this system- especially if weight is placed on the charge- since prosecutors make charging decisions- what can happen is there can be an agreement which will place the sentence outside the range of the guidelines
e) 	a lot of importance is placed on the presentencing report that judges receive from probation officers
f) 	Mitchell v. United States- Supreme Court said that a guilty plea does not extinguish a defendant’s right to remain silent at sentencing
H. 	Jacobs thoughts for the day
1) 	Why do we consider criminal record at all in sentencing?
a) 	punishing for past crimes now- the idea that this person is a worse offender now- been warned, on notice
b) 	maybe more blameworthy second time around- 1st time- maybe a mistake
                    2)  What weight should priors have?  Shouldn’t the focus be on the current crime
3) 	real offense sentencing- say you are convicted of robbery- had gun, but acquitted of armed robbery- punished as if you were convicted as armed robber- does this violate the Double Jeopardy clause
a) 	Federal Guidelines allow this- as long as find by preponderance of evidence
b) 	some find that judges don’t even have to take a plea that stipulates to the lack of a weapon and injury- if they feel there was one
I. 	Sentencing Continued-  Offender Information
1) 	Melvin Tunstill v. State
a) 	 convicted of manslaughter- fight between drinking bodies
b) 	sentence was enhanced because  was on probation at time- and three prior arrests
c) 	Ct say- he status of being on probation- is ok to consider as an aggravating factor
d) 	Can the arrests be considered?  Ct has power to consider any factor which reflects on the ’s character, good or bad, and arrests may be considered- pending charges can also be considered in this respect
2) 	Evaluating the Offender:  By example of guidelines- we see number of prior crimes can be consider, if on probation- certain things, like passage of time and clean record for a while will negate some things being included in offender score
a) 	IN fact, in all us sentencing systems- prior convictions are among the most important determinants of the sentence imposed
b) 	some systems do discount is convictions happened a long time ago
c) 	Federal System will not allow the use of uncounseled prior convictions at the sentencing only if government obtained the prior conviction by violating the defendant’s constitutional rights
d) 	Relative Culpability- courts will consider the culpability of this  in light of other participants in the crime- lower on the totem pole- get less of a sentence
e) 	Racial Motivation- Wisconsin v. Mitchell- allowed the enhancement of the maximum penalty when the  is motivated by race, religion, color or disability, ancestry of the victim
 1)  seen as inflicting a greater harm on society- spark retaliatory crimes 
3) 	3 strikes your out laws
a) 	almost all states have habitual felon statutes- increase sentences for offenders with the necessary prior record
b) 	If there are guidelines- prosecutors discretion is eliminated in deciding who gets such a punishment
J. 	Cooperation in Other Investigations
1) 	Robert Matos v. State 
a) 	law enforcement agents refused to allow  to assist them, provide them with info in exchange for a sentence reduction
b) 	no right to a sentence reduction- it is within the court’s discretion to deny such a request
2) 	US sentencing guidelines- address the a reduction can be made based on the significance and the usefulness of the ’s assistance
a) 	if prosecution refuses to accept ’s offer of assistance, then the sentence will usually not be affected
K. 	Personal History of 
1) 	State v. Kelley Grady
a) 	battered woman’s new boyfriend shoots and kills her ex- who lunges at him with knife
b) 	seeks a departure- based on fact victim was aggressor,  was not a public danger, no record, self-defense, motivated by abuse towards the woman
c) 	He was sentenced at way below the range
d) 	Ct says can downward depart for lack of criminal history and that he had a failed defense that was not meritless- court allows the departure
2) 	Sometimes will depart for disproportional impact on the particular defendant
3) 	Judge might also consider the impact on the ’s family- most only uphold these departures if these circumstances are present to an extraordinary degree (United States v. Johnson)
L. 	Victim Information
1) 	Terry Nichols v. Commonwealth
a) 	 was in jail- volunteered up info about 11 other burglaries- plea is 5 years on each, to run concurrently
b) 	at least one of the victims had not been informed- so the judge set matter for trial
c) 	victims oppose deal-  gets a longer sentence- Ct says it is ok- because the statute at issue allows for an impact statement by victim at the time of ’s sentencing
d) 	dissent:  thinks there is some sort of funny relationship going on here between one of the victims (jailer) and a judge- there are no victim impact statements here
2) 	Almost all states allow the victim input through the PSI report- many allow them to make an oral or written statement at sentencing
a) 	Payne v. Tennessee- jury is allowed to hear victim impact info- even in capital case
b) 	Structured sentencing rules allow the judge to impose a harsher sentence if the victim was vulnerable- due to age, reduced physical or mental incapacity
3) 	State v. Antwon Johnson
a) 	 fires two shots at passing cars- gang motivated- evidence supports the fact that this shooting was gang motivated
b) 	had expert testimony on gang behavior- reputation you get from violence- also seemed to have info about the effect of the shootings on the community
1) 	trial court had found that children have become frightened to go to school and parents are fearful that their children are not safe while at the school
2) 	allow it- saying that anyone that does the shooting this close to school should reasonably forsee that other persons, children and their parents would be traumatized by such a thing
P. 	Jacobs Thoughts on this day
1) 	Enhancements usually don’t go to the jury
2) 	R.A.V. v. St Paul- S. Ct strikes down hate crime law on free speech grounds
3) 	Mitchell v. Wisconsin- S. Ct upheld because rational basis- Jacobs think that it does implicate free speech and ideas
a) 	Jacobs thinks that this increases prosecution burden, hard enough to prove crime with out having to prove  is a racist
b) 	how much of the motivation is race is enough?- how do you prove it? Membership in racist organizations, minority friends?
4) 	Goal should be to excise racism from criminal justice system- see criminals as criminals- not as pawns in racist fights
5) 	Also-irony in sending them to prison- which is breeding ground for white supremacist groups
XX. 	Race and Punishment
A. 	Intro
0) 	Is it discrimination more generally in society that causes the disparate amount of crime committed by blacks?  Or- are the disparities amplified by the criminal justice system?
1) 	1/3 of young black men is under criminal justice supervision on any given day
2) 	Tonry’s article- talks about how the disproportionate punishment of blacks has been getting worse- blacks are present in criminal justice system in ways that way overrepresent their numbers
3) 	Dailey’s article- racial disparities in sentencing:  there is little race data available about offenders- worried about negative stereotypes that such info would encourage.  Concerns about the increase in number of black arrestees
a) 	Use of race in criminal statistics- is it an outrage?  Are we creating the impression that blacks are criminals- criminals are black
b) 	counter- would be that we need to have some racial coding to protect minorities against discrimination- highlight the problems that we are having
c) 	We don’t collect data on Koreans, Latino, religion- why not?
1) 	Maybe religion is harder to identify- but think- what about mixed race people- how do they identify?  How do we collect data about that?
B. 	Race and the Victims of Crime
1) 	Baldus Study- race of  not statistically factor in whether someone got the death penalty, race of the victim remained the one controlling factor- if you kill a white victim- you have a greater chance of getting the death penalty
2) 	Warren McClesksy v. Ralph Kemp
a) 	 kills  a police officer in the course of robbery.  Introduces the Baldus study to show that death penalty violates the 8th and 14th Amendments
b) 	claims that the death penalty violates the equal protection clause of the 14th Amendment- Ct says, must show discriminatory purpose of the decisionmakers
1) 	In fact- each decision to impose the death penalty is imposed by a new jury
2) 	The study is not enough to infer acted with discriminatory intent
c) 	also dismiss the 8th Amendment claim- saying that constitution does not require the state to eliminate any disparity that exists with punishment, also- this is in the province of the legislature- who determines the appropriate sentences for each crim
d) 	dissent:  this discrimination traces back to the times of slavery- thinks that disparity in all crimes should be evaluated
3) 	Furman v. Georgia- the court struck down a number of capital punishment statutes as being cruel and unusual punishment
C. 	Differential Racial Participation in Crimes
0) 	Here we are dealing with crack and cocaine- we don’t like it- our system here looks very tainted- punishment for amounts is very disparate
a) 	For one reason or another- blacks are disparately arrested and sentenced for crack- whites are sentenced for the powder cocaine
b) 	Argument for- is that crack is much more severe- also sold differently- and packaged differently- need a larger amount of cocaine to be considered a mid size dealer
c) 	Also- the victims of crack tend to be black
1) 	State v. Gerard Russell
a) 	statutes in Minnesota provide that possession of three grams of crack carries penalty up to 20 years in prison- equal amount of cocaine- 5 years in prison
b) 	claim is that this statue disparately impacts blacks- to rebut the challenge- must show there was a reasonable purpose for enacting such a statute and that it was reasonable for the lawmaker to assume that the challenged classification would promote that purpose
c) 	using this rational basis standard- say the statute can not stand- offered explanations for the disparate treatment- crack is more addictive, difference in effect of drug- court rebuts these- crack and cocaine are the same substance
d) 	concurrence- thinks that equal penalties should be included for both- don’t we want to get rid of cocaine as well?
e) 	dissent- think followed wrong analysis- this is a facially neutral statute- also, the power to punish lays with the legislature, crack is more addictive- price makes it more available and to more people, there is a difference in way sold and marketed- that justifies this disparity
1) 	Also- there is no evidence of discriminatory purpose on the part of the legislature- no evidence that others similarly situated have not been prosecuted, because they were white
2) 	US Sentencing Commission’s report of cocaine sentencing
a) 	disapprove of the 100-1 ratio that was currently implied with crack and cocaine sentences- want to treat crack and powder the same way- Congress overruled this
b) 	reasons for eliminating the difference- same active ingredient- same danger level if ingested the same way, problems associated with crack are also caused by poverty, alcohol, etc.
c) 	dissent:  states the increased harms associated with crack, more people do crack, 
1) 	second dissent does focus on the difference in marketing- different amounts sold make crack possession into dealers- than cocaine
2) 	Federal courts have rejected downward departures from the guideline sentences- stating that any racial impact of the crack cocaine statutes was unintentional
a) 	Congress rejected the Sentence proposal to turn the 100-1 ratio to 1-1 between crack and cocaine
1)  politically- might not it be better to go for 5/1 or 3-1
C. 	Race and Discretionary Decisions Affecting Punishment
1) 	Data on race and crack charging practices- Blacks in general and those charged with cocaine base offenses in particular, are at greater risk of being charged with federal crimes than other racial/ethnic offenders
2) 	Freddie Stephens v. State
a) 	state statute- enables the prosecutor to seek life sentence for second drug offense- prosecutor must provide the  notice
1)  this statute is an example of when a mandatory is not a mandatory mandatory
b) 	 claims that statute is discriminatory on the basis of race- ’s counsel admits that can’t prove discriminatory intent
1) 	despite the fact that everytime it has been used, it’s been used against blacks- statewide data is even scary
a) 	Ct rejects claim- says no evidence on those that were eligible for the enhanced sentence who the district attorney chose not to seek it for- points out that there are tons of other factors that may have influenced such a decision- such as, charges brought, concurrent offenses, prior guilty pleas- data alone was insufficient
1) 	need to show offenders that were eligible- white and that the penalty was not sought- ’s lawyer could have done it- would have been expensive- but instead, he stipulated he couldn’t prove discriminatory intent
a) 	concurrence:  supports the use of a Batson test in these cases-  must prove the systematic discrimination in their jurisdiction- feels that the statistics here are insufficient to show that- also suggests that maybe the DA should seek this enhancement in all cases- all eligible offenders
1) 	What are other remedies?  Either this  can’t be sentenced for life, or that can’t do it in the future until some whites get the penalties- idea that we don’t like quotas in our criminal justice system
a) 	dissent-  again, cites Batson- burden shifts to prosecutor to give race neutral explanation- once it was established that being done in racially motivated manner
b) 	Jacobs says that these statistics are intolerable- especially in our multi-racial society
3) 	Appears that after Stephens the justices changed their minds- adopted the Batson standard
4) 	Studies have shown that blacks given prison sentences more often than whites
5) 	What are the remedies if judge believes that racial discrimination is responsible for the pattern in the cases?
a) 	sometimes judge can do nothing- if there is a mandatory minimum sentence
b) 	can judges depart downward?  United States v. Leviner- did depart downwards- crimes on ’s record were those that generally reflect a tendency by police to stop black motorists more than whites
D. 	Jacobs Thoughts
1) 	Cocaine and Crack- the Disparity- is this a race issue or a drug issue?  People perceive this as a race issue- it is destructive to society
2) 	don’t we want to get rid of racial effect?  It is the same drug
3) 	Tediously evaluating the Baldus Study
a) 	Statistics
     Offender 		Victim                % who got the death penalty
       Black                    White                          22
	White 		   White	                          8
          White 		    Black                         3
           Black                   Black                         1
b) 	Jacobs points out that in all the cases- 4% of blacks sentenced to death, 7% of whites sentenced to death- Jacobs uses this to argue that it is not discriminately applied
c) 	Consider also that 92-96% of all homicides are intra racial
1) 	it seems to show that discrimination has not been eliminated- black victims are not valued as much
2) 	Also- what if black on black murders the highest- are we being too resistant to being labeled racist that we don’t apply it enough?
d) 	Solutions- either eliminate the death penalty or do we need to execute more blacks?  More whites?
 
  
XXI. 	Appeals
A. 	Who Appeals
1) 	State statutes set the right to appeal:  Arkansas- anyone convicted has the right to an appeal, California- need a certificate of probable cause along with your appeal
2) 	Motion for a newt trial- the judge has the authority to grant- can be brought either due to sufficiency of evidence or legal problem at trial
3) 	John McKane v. F.H.durston
a) 	 convicted and sentenced to 6 years
b) 	basically just states that whether an appeal should be allowed are matters for each state to determine for itself
3) 	There is no federal constitutional basis for an appeal- but all states do provide for at least some appellate review of criminal convictions
a) 	Most people are released prior to trial or guilty plea
b) 	It is far less likely that trial court will release an offender after a conviction and while the appeal is pending
4) 	Some states only allow appeals for guilty pleas when they were conditional pleas- means that you reserve the right to appeal on certain issues- like the suppression of evidence.  Some allow the court discretion to choose to allow the plea
a) 	some major % of appeals come from convictions from guilty pleas
1) 	Why are there so many appeals from guilty pleas
a) 	conditional pleas
b) 	others- appealing something wrong in the plea process- ineffective counsel, not knowing and voluntary
1) 	Indigent appellants are entitled to a lawyer for an appeal as of right- Douglas v. California
2) 	Interlocutory Appeals
a) 	Are particularly important to the government- because the double jeopardy clause limit the power of the prosecution to request an appeal- can’ t appeal an acquittal
b) 	Delaware Code- allow state to appeal if indictment is dismissed,
7) 	People v. Michael Young
a) 	D charged with leaving the scene of an accident- says must report within 48 hours- if do comply- can’t use the statements on your report against you
b) 	over the past 60 years- the state’s ability to appeal has increased dramatically:  in 1961 can now appeal any ruling that suppresses evidence,  the dismissal of an indictment
c) 	with interlocutory appeals- have competing concerns- innocent defendant in a case has an interest in swift resolution, but also helps the state- who might be barred from bringing claims after the end of the trial (Double Jeopardy)
d) 	say that the state should be able to appeal from a pretrial suppression order which substantially impairs its ability to prosecute a case- need this to ensure the truth finding process that trials serve- since can’t review afterwards if acquittal
e) 	concurrence/dissent:  wants the prosecutor to have to petition for why this ruling substantially impedes their ability to prosecute the case- is worried about frivolous appeals
8. 	In most states, can now appeal certain pretrial rulings- such as dismissals of an indictment and decisions to suppress or exclude evidence
a) 	once there is an acquittal- double jeopardy clearly prevents a second trial for the same offense
b) 	If ’s have a successful appeal- double jeopardy does not bar the retrial- exceptions:  government can not retry if the error was the government’s failure to present legally sufficient evidence to support the conviction
c) 	courts often have the discretion to decline to hear government claims that otherwise qualify for an appeal:  appeals add to delay and expense in an already slow process
C. 	Scope of the Appeal
1) 	Review of Factual Findings
a) 	Standard- Jackson v. Virginia- after viewing the light most favorable to the prosecution, any rational trier of fact could have found the essential elements of the crime beyond a reasonable doubt
b) 	Elbert Clewis v. State
1) 	 claims that the evidence was not factually sufficient to support his conviction
2) 	cites the standard of review in Jackson v. Virginia- but adopts standards- all the evidence without viewing it in the light most favorable to the people and set aside the verdict only if it is so contrary to the overwhelming weight of the evidence as to be clearly wrong and unjust
3) 	appellate courts should not substitute its judgment for that of a jury- - but must reverse and remand for new trial when it determines that the verdict is against the weight of the evidence and is clearly wrong and unjust
4) 	dissent:  thinks this new factual sufficiency standard allows the court to second guess the jury on issues of credibility and weight of evidence.- thinks the standard makes the review court weigh the evidence
a) 	dissent 2:  likes the Jackson standard- worries usurping role of the jury
2. 	Retroactivity
a. 	State v. Curtis Knight
1) 	 confesses- gets convicted at trial- after his trial- law changes- Sanchez comes down and states that it is not enough to merely recite the Miranda warnings- doesn’t give enough information that a  can knowingly and intelligently waive his right to counsel
2) 	to determine if should apply this new law retroactively- look at purpose of the rule and whether it would be furthered to do so, the degree of reliance placed on the old rule by those who administered it and the effect a retroactive application would have on the administration of justice
a) 	purpose is a close call- it is to deter misconduct, also more than just exclusionary rule
b) 	reliance know better than to try to question a  outside the presence of counsel
c) 	administration of justice prong- it would force the state to reprosecute many cases- including some that occurred many many years ago- say it will not apply to those ’s that had exhausted all avenues of direct relief at the time this case was decided
3) 	dissent:  doesn’t want to see the loss of such valuable evidence- thinks cops did rely on the way the law was
b. 	Griffith v. Kentucky- the Supreme Court abandoned the linkletter approach and says that it would apply its decisions to all cases on direct appeal, even if the new rule of law did not exist at the time of the ’s trial
1) 	treat retroactivity differently when it is postconviction review- usually don’t apply decisions to defendant who are bringing collateral attack on the judgment
3. 	Harmless Error
a. 	tension- we want the  to have a fair trial- but, we also need to have a system that is efficient and focuses on errors that might have produced a wrong outcome
b. 	Chapman v. California- some constitutional errors are so basic to a fair trail that their violation can never be treated as harmless error
c. 	Arizona v. Fulminante
1) 	distinguishes between structural defects- such as deprivation of the right to counsel, denial of self-representation, right to public trial- which can never be harmless error vs. trial error- which include things like involuntary confession- any other improperly admitted evidence- which are subject to harmless error standard
d. 	State v. Silas Johnson
1) 	wrongly admitting past crime evidence is trial error- thus it is subjected to the harmless error standard
  a)  trial error- occurs during the presentation of the case to the trier of fact, which may be quantitatively assessed in the context of other evidence
2) 	he says at trial- I only have one burglary charge- there is some mix-up, so state thinks he has more- comes in as evidence
3) 	idea that conviction shouldn’t be reversed unless one of the accused’s substantial rights has been violated
a) 	here- there is so much other evidence- 2 people saw and i.d. the - that knew him previously, was harmless error
b) 	dissent- he presented an alibi defense- hinged on ’s credibility- state helped destroy that with its evidence of past wrongs- and that he lied on the stand
e. 	People v. Walter Budzyn
1) 	2 officers charged with beating of a man- they thought he had drugs- killed him
2) 	 contends that they were denied their right to fair trial- jurors watched Malcom X during their deliberations- showed portions of the Rodney Kind beating
3) 	cite the 4 EMS witnesses that sunk one of the ’s- so extraneous influence was harmless there- with the other - none of the civilian witnesses could see that officer hit the victim on the head- there were inconsistencies in their stories, they were all under the influence of drugs or booze- so here- the movie was not harmless error
4) 	concurrence/dissent:  finds no error in the choice of movie, didn’t like that jury heard that one of the officers was a member of the special police anti-drug unit- that requires reversal- thinks that was the real prejudice
a) 	#2- thinks that the jurors should be credited with enough sophistication to separate this from the case at hand.  Also thinks not entitled to a reversal- evidence at trial was not so overwhelming.
f. 	Sullivan v. Louisiana- the Supreme Court held that a constitutionally defective instruction on reasonable doubt was a structural error, not subject to harmless error analysis
1) 	although most states continue to apply the harmless error standard to most instructional errors
D. 	Jacob’s Thoughts
1) 	Trial should be the main event- he likes finality- and that trying to rectify post trial is very hard and very wasteful
2) 	NO constitutional right to an appeal- but all states grant at least one appeal as a matter of right
3) 	Is the appellate system operating well if only ½ of one percent gets reversed?
a) 	Would we be happier if 1/3 of all cases are being reversed- may show that the trial or appeals process if out of control
4) 	Appellate courts- main function- to refine the law- give guidance for the future
a) 	NY states- about 12% of all appeals receive favorable action
5) 	Overwhelming number of appeals are unmeritorious- few are granted
a) 	how do they screen- quality of briefs- there is such a thing as ineffective assistance of appellate counsel
b) 	Should we increase the number of judges?  Is this a good way to expend resources- if most are meritless
6) 	IF you don’t object at trial- you are procedurally barred from appealing- a lot of good issues are missed this way
7) 	Limits on Appeals
a) 	pressure on judges to get the ’s to forego the right to appeal
b) 	many plea bargain provisions include the waiver of appeal
c) 	procedural bars- meaning that if not preserved at trial- can’t appeal
d) 	harmless error rule- even when see an error, may not get new trial (Chapman case)
XXII. 	Habeas Corpus:  See chart on 4/18/00
A. 	History
1) 	English law courts issued writes of habeas corpus to a government official who was detaining a person- official would have to appear before the court and present proper justification for detaining a person
2) 	Blackstone’s commentaries- after the court hears a habeas corpus- may discharge, admit to bail or remand the prisoner.
3) 	American Colonists used it to contest custody pending trial
a) 	Not mentioned in the Bill of Rights
4) 	Suspension of the Habeas Corpus- following Aaron Burrs attempts to take over Mexico
a) 	some say don’t suspend it- these people will be brought to court- there is enough evidence to justify their detention, this treason had no prospect of success, this is such an important right- don’t just abolish it- clearly this is not required for public safety
b) 	some feel this is a big conspiracy- nonetheless- it was rejected
5) 	Common law- it is a writ allowing a judge to inquire into the lawfulness of detention
a) 	can be someone awaiting trial- or, someone questioning the legality of his conviction
6) 	Article I Section 9 of the constitution- says that habeas corpus shall not be suspended unless when in Cases of Rebellion or Invasion the public safety may require it
a) 	AT the time- it was not intended for federal review to be available to those convicted in state court
B. 	The Availability of PostConviction Review
1) 	Seems to be governed by statute- Pennsylvania- for example- allows it if the truth determining process was so undermined that no reliable adjudication could have taken place, also ties it to the petitioners innocence or where the outcome of the trial would have been different
a) 	Oklahoma- where they could not have been raised on direct appeal
2) 	People v. Kurtis Washington
a) 	new witness comes forward- saying her boyfriend had actually been the one who did the killing- not the 
b) 	 says- I have a free standing claim of innocence- not just using this evidence to supplement an assertion of a constitutional violation
c) 	Ct says- follow Herrera v. Collins- says that a free-standing claim of innocence is not cognizable as a due process claim
0) 	Herrera said that habeas corpus not about reviewing factual errors- only constitutional violations.  In Herrera the claim is that it is against sub. Due process to kill and innocent person- ct says- this person has been found guilty- not violating due process
a) 	say no violation of procedural due process- they can make their claim- just can’t take as long as they want
1) 	do it under state due process- say to ignore such a claim is fundamentally unfair
2) 	think that no person who has a compelling claim that he is actually innocent should be convicted
d) 	concurrence- to convict this person- despite persuasive evidence of actual innocence, violates due process- thinks if the evidence will change the outcome of the trial and that it couldn’t have been discovered at the time of the trial- should be a new trial
e) 	dissent- thinks should follow the US constitution- could have filed motion for new trial- other avenues of relief available
1) 	#2- thinks they didn’t follow proper analysis before deciding that this guy should get a new trial
2) 	thinks that a conviction strips the  of the presumption of innocence
3. 	Motions for new trial may be granted on the basis of newly available evidence- although they are subject to time limits
a) 	mostly this area is governed by statutes
b) 	some sate postconviction remedies are available only to correct state or federal constitutional errors in the criminal process
c) 	others are blocked unless the constitutional error undermines the reliability of the fact-finding process
C. 	Procedural Bars
1) 	Idea that petitioner would have to take a variety of procedural steps to preserve a claim of error for later review- raising an objection at trial or on direct appeal, for example
a) 	idea is if you object at trial court- can admonish the jury- trial can continue- been fixed- don’t need a retrial
1) 	Idaho statute- can get relief if court didn’t have jurisdiction to impose sentence, exceeds the maximum authorized by law, requires vacation of the conviction
2) 	Dennis Jackson v. Commissioner- do I get this?
a) 	 is convicted- files habeas petition- stating that the array that he got to pick jury from was unconstitutional- there were not enough members of his race on the jury
b) 	affirm the correct standard by which to analyze procedural defaults at trial was the Wainwright cause and prejudice standard
1) 	show cause why the matter was not pursued on direct appeal
2) 	must show actual prejudice as well
c) 	Ct notes the special problems with second trials- delay with habeas- where as direct appeal- there are strict time limits- longer the delay- more time lapse- harder on witnesses
1) 	say- look- he should have appealed the denial of request for continuance- it was appealable
2) 	Hurtz told us that delay makes it harder for prosecution to win- witnesses were not available- also, there is no sense of finality for the victims
a) 	also- don’t want to give the defense attorney two bites at the apple
b) 	result is that a lot of appeals get waived this way
c) 	dissent:  says majority restricts habeas in the name of finality, procedural defaults are fault of overworked public defenders,  likes the deliberate bypass standard- but says even if cause and prejudice standard here-  has met it
4. 	Trend in the states is to follow this cause and prejudice standard- articulated in Wainwright v. Sykes
a) 	Murray v. Carrier- in defining the cause prong of the test- said that attorney error to raise a claim that fell short of ineffective assistance can not satisfy the cause requirement
b) 	United States v. Frady- prejudice necessary must have worked to ’s disadvantage- infecting the entire trial with error of constitutional dimensions
5. 	Procedural Bars:  idea that these collateral attacks undermine finality
a) 	Antiterrorism and Effective Death Penalty Act- statute largely focused on adding new limitations on federal review of state convictions
1) 	one year to apply to an application for a writ of habeas corpus- idea is to stop dragging the victims through the process
2) 	federal court can not hear claims unless the petitioner makes a strong showing of actual or factual innocence
b) 	Successive petitions- the majority view is to severely restrict successive collateral attacks- prisoners in non-capital cases are much less likely to file successive petitions
6. 	Collateral Review of Ineffective Assistance Claims
a) 	Habeas Corpus - Flango article
1) 	only prisoners sentenced to fairly long terms have time to complete the rather lengthy procedures that are prerequisite to filing a habeas petition
2) 	most ’s were not represented by counsel for habeas petitions
3) 	most common claims were challenges to competency of the attorneys- failure to investigate, failure to object to admissibility or the sufficiency of the evidence often raised
4) 	federal courts- grant very few of these petitions
7. 	Donald Duncan v. Dareld Kerby
a) 	 convicted of 6 counts of incest/rape- claims ineffective assistance of counsel
b) 	appeal was rejected- makes same claim on habeas corpus-  is this claim barred by res judicata- since he already raised the same claim on appeal
c) 	Ct says that habeas corpus- hearings are the right place to judge this type of evidence of attorney incompetence- during appeals- the record will not be complete enough to make a good judgment
d) 	says Court should have the discretion to determine whether or not to allow the claim or say it is barred
1) 	basically- evidence available at 3 day habeas hearing much more extensive- show all of the attorney’s faults - say it was clear there was incompetence- and could not result in just outcome
8. 	Among state habeas petitions- ineffective assistance claims are among the most successful
a) 	ineffective assistance during collateral proceedings can be challenged later as well
b) 	these cases are especially important in capital cases
D. 	Hurtz’s Thoughts
1) 	1900-85- study showed that 416 cases that appeared person innocent, 23 executed
2) 	Maybe with serious, high profile cases- going to see more of an incentive to close the case- coerce a confession- get a cell mate to testify- prosecutors not releasing exculpatory evidence
3) 	WE should have this state post-conviction review- because sometimes new evidence has not surfaced, or new court decision might come out- also, there are a lot of ineffective assistance claims         
4) 	Why do we need federal remedy?  Maybe states don’t do as good a job protecting our rights, also- there is less political pressure on federal judges
5) 	Attempts to limit habeas- must have a cognizable claim- constitutional or statutory violation, must be preserved at prior proceedings- this cuts away at most of the claims, also cut back on ability to review 4th Amendment cases- Stone v. Powell and 1991- cut back on availability for successive petitions.  1996- cut back on s.o.l. ATEDP- also cut back habeas a lot
E. 	Federal Habeas Review of State Convictions
1) 	Fay v. Noia
a) 	 convicted of felony murder- failed to appeal- Ct says that this failure to appeal cannot be considered intelligent and understanding
b) 	extensive discussion of the history of habeas corpus- says that the interest in finality is not enough to overcome the idea that people get review of their federal constitutional rights in federal court
c) 	judge has the discretion to deny relief to an applicant who has deliberately by-passed the orderly procedure of the state courts and in so doing has forfeited his state court remedies
d) 	feel that in this case- no way it was knowing
e) 	dissent- he didn’t appeal- worried about the floodgates opening on an already burdened system.  Harlan dissent- say this is not what habeas is for-  it was to review convictions for jurisdiction, excessive sentence, etc.- this is unprecedented
2) 	for the most part- they must accept the facts as found in the state court proceedings- like the federal courts attach a presumption of correctness to state court findings
a) 	if state court has done no fact-finding on an issue- then the habeas court can conduct some fact finding- limited circumstances
3) 	requires the state prisoners to exhaust remedies available to them in state court - Ex parte Royall
4) 	Teague v. Lane: What is the point of this case? 
a) 	do new rules of law apply retroactively to cases on collateral reveiw
1) 	they do if they place an entire category or of primary conduct beyond the reach of the criminal law
2) 	second- a new rule applies on collateral review if it requires the observance of a watershed rule of criminal procedure that is necessary to guarantee the fundamental fairness of the criminal proceeding- a rule without which the likelihood of a accurate conviction is seriously diminished
b) 	finds that representation of race in the petit jury is neither one of the exceptions
c) 	dissent:  Stevens- likes a link with fundamental fairness and factual innocence
d) 	Brennan- this claim is better brought on habeas review, 
5) 	1996 statute that has way restricted federal habeas corpus- deadlines for filing federal petitions- have one year from end of relevant state proceedings.  Also limited successive federal petitions


     
 

